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Engineering Management
Offering MS Degree
Submitted By
Engr. Management
An unfamiliar college degree
offered in the United States
today is the Master of Science in
Engineering Management.
Such a degree is offered by
the Dept. of Engineering
Management at UMR and some
70 other iiistitutions around the
country. The degree is now
achieving national recognition
and the number of schools of·
fering it are increasing at a
rapid rate. For example for the
past' two years 30 additional
ones have begun to offer this
degree.
The MSEM degree takes
about one calendar year of fulltime study or 3-5 years of parttime study. Full-time students
at UMR and other universities
take their classes during the
day but part-time students
usually go to school two nights a
. week while they work full time.
These programs are nominally
33 hrs. without thesis or 30 hrs.
with thesis.
To enter one of these
programs you normally must
be an engineer but many
schools do allow chemists,
physicists, mathematicians, or
computer scientists to enter
their programs. The objective
is to give technical graduates
an opportunity to acquire the
tools of management. These
tools wiIl allow them to ':Je more
successful as engineers or as
managers in the production and
marketing areas of corporations.

Since this is a master of
science degree it tends to
preserve
the
individual's
technical
integrity.
Many
corporations
heavily
engineering oriented tend to
prefer this type of degree. As a
matter of fact many engineers
are reluctant to go part time to
secure an MBA for fear their
bosses wiIl feel they want to
leave engineering activites.
They may well be satisfied with
these activities but want to be
able to progress further.
. To indicate the great desire of
engineers to achieve these tools
of management, UMR has
graduated more than 500
students with the MSEM on a
part-time basis, that is the
students have been employed
full time by their corporations.
About 400 of these have been in
St. Louis and the remainder
in Springfield, Jeff City, Fort
Leonard Wood, and Viburnum .
While UMR offers both oncampus
and
'off-campus
programs many of the 7!
universities offer only night
programs. Some require the
student to have a few years of
industrial experience before
they can enter the program.
Vanderbilt is one of the primary
ones with this requirement.
Some of these universities
require the GRE Aptitude Test
as well as the Advanced Test.
Normally the GMAT is not
required. Standards are similar
to those required by any
technical school offering MS
degrees. The applicant may be

required to provide recommendations from faculty or
employers.
If you apply directly from
college but have had substantial
summer work experience, it is
worthwhile to include this in
your application. Also, if you
hold positions of responsibility
in campus organizations or
clubs be sure to include this as
well.
This is an exciting degree that
allows the technical graduate to
perform effectively in an industrial environment. Since it
requires only a year to complete this has advantages in
these days of high salaries.
While many of the 7! institutions are just starting these
programs, UMR has been in the
business since 1967. The -Dept.
of Eng. Mgt. has graduated
1,000 students with the MSEM
degree. A student leaving UMR
is certainly well advised to
consider taking another year
and picking up the tools of
management.
The
500
engineers who have gone part
time for 3-5 years in St. Louis
and other locations around the
State have done it because they
found they could not progress as
far as they would like without
some management education.
A sacrifice of one year's starting salary may more than pay
for itself in a few years when
one acquires these extra tools .
For further information on
this degree see the Dept. of
Engineering Management, 301
Harris Hall.

Last Saturday afternoon during halftime of the MinersBulldogs football game, Cathy Lally was crowned as the
University of Missouri-Rolla's 1979 Homecoming Queen.
Miss Lally, a freshman in Engineering Management from
Grandview, Missouri, was the representative of Thomas
Jefferson Residence Hall Association. The first runner-up
was Miss Cindi Monds representing Phi Kappa Theta,
second runner-up was Miss Cindy Cooper from Kappa
Delta, and third runner-up was Miss Valerie Jones of ABS.
See page 5 for a spotlight on Cathy Lally.
( Photo by Dave Caswell)

Curators Approve
Architects For

New Building
SOURCE: OPI

Harry Chapin
In Concert

See Review
page 13

The University of Missouri
Board
of
Curators
approved the employment of the
architectural firm of Mantel
and Teter, Kansas City, to do
the schematic design phase for
a proposed auditorium-musicalumni .building on the Rolla
campus.
Joseph D. Wollard, executive
of administrative
director
services at the University of
Missouri-Rolla, said that the
building would contain approximately 40,000 square feet.
This would include a 600-seat
auditorium, offices of the MSM-

UMR Alumni Association and
the music department, including space for practice
rooms and storage.
"Rolla does not have an
adequate faCility to host
culturally enriching theatrical
and musical performances, and
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does not have an adequate
building for practice or performances," he said. "The
alumni association is now
located in Harris Hall, which is
scheduled for major renovation
for future use in support of
instructional and research
programs."
Wollard said that it is
proposed that the project be
supported jointly by state appropriations
and
private
sources. The architect's fee for
the initial phase comes from
private gift funds of $30,000.
Additional
funding
for
remaining phases of planning is
in UMR's current request to the
legislature. After the design
and cost estimates are completed, private
and
public
funds wiIl be sought for construction.
Tentative plans are for the
building to be located in the
UMR-owned area south of the
Chancellor's Residence bet"
, ween 10}h ~IUlIUhs.tr~~.
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TONIGHT'S FILM
Tonight 's film in the Fourteen Great Films Series is The Duellists
directed by Ridley Scott. The movie stars Keith Carrad ine and
Harvey Keitel. The movie will be held at 7:30 p.m . in the ME
Auditorium . Cost is $2 .00 at the door.

The Society of Mining Engineers will have a meeting Tues ., Oct. 23,
at 7:30 p.m., Room 107, Mining Building . The speaker will be Brent
Anderson of Freeport Minerals. Be there'

WEDNESDAY

ASME
The American Society of Mecha nical Engineers will be sponsoring a
tour of the Olin Corporation, makers of small arm s and ammunition,
at Alton, Illinois on Thurday, October 18,1979. A chartered bus will be
leaving parking lot No. 1 ( nex t to Parker Hall, at 7:00 a.m. and
returning around 7:00 p.m. Sign up in Dr. Faucett's office, room 197
ME building by 5:00 p.m. Monday, October 15, 1979. Olin will provide
lunch and dinner. Everyone is invited'"

A.S.C.E_
On Wednesday, October 24 at 7:00 p.m . in room 114 of the Civil
Engineering Building, the American Society of Civil Engineers will
have a meeling . The guest speaker will be Mr. Benton of Benton
Associates who will be talking about "Consulting Engineering " .
Refreshments will be served and memberships will be available after
the meeting. A door prize will be given away and everyone is invited
to attend .

MONDAY

NODAY

EIT PREP SEMINARS

WHO'S WHO APPLICATIONS

The Student Council is sponsoring Prep Seminars for the EIT
(Engi neer in Training) exam given in Jefferson City November 1. The
foll owing schedule:
Tuesday , Oct. 23 CE 114 E .E . Prof. Na u.
Thursday , Oct. 25 CE 114 Statics and Dyn amics , Dr . Hornsey
Mond ay . Oct. 29 CE 11 4 Heat. Power and ME . Dr . Sa uer

Applications are available now for Who 's Who Among Students in
American Colleges and Universities. All juniors and seniors are
eligible to apply, as are graduate students who have received their
Bachelor's degree within the last two semesters. You may pick up the
apptication at the Student Activities office, building T-26, formerly
known as Student Personnel. Applications are due ~efore Frtday ,
October 26th, response so far this year has been slack, so all UMR
students that are eligible are urged to apply to represent UMR In the
Who 's Who publica tion .

TUESDAY
AlAA
The next meeting of the America n Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronau tics will be on Tuesday, Oct. 23 , at 7:00 p.m. in the ME
Auditorium . The guest speaker will be Dr. William Byrne from the
Beech Aircraft Co. and his subject will be the Beech Airborne Missile
Targets. Memberships will be taken and refreshments served after
the meeting.

S.W.E.
The next meeting of the Society of Women Engineers will be held on
Tuesday, October 23, at 6: 15 in the Mark Twain Room of the
University Center-East. This will be a work meeting for the resume
book , high school conference and the publicity committee. The winning t-shirt design will also be displayed.

DECEMBER GRADUATES '
If you will be completing requirements for a degree at the end of the
Fall semester, you should make application for that degree by going
to the Registrar's Office at your earliest convenience . The Registrar's
Office will not be able to include you with other students finishing
undergraduate and graduate degrees on December 16 unless you
make application with Lauren Peterson .

PREREGISTRATION
Preregistration for students now enrolled in school who will be
returning for the t980 spring semester will start October 29th and end
November 2nd . For further information see the instructions in the
front of the spring schedule of classes which will be available in the
Registrar 's Office October 25. All who will be returning in the spring
should
'
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SUB Scripts
The Student Union Board is
sponsoring free square dance
lessons. Get out your straw hat
and kicker shoes and stomp on
down to the St. Pat's Ballroom
on Wednesday, October 24 at
7:30 p.m.
•
The evils of Halloween draws
near and S. U.B. provides you a
restless evening in the halls of
the Centenn ial. Alfred Hitchcock's film classic, "Frenzy"
will be showing in Centennial
Hall on Friday, October 26 at
8:00 p.m . Admission is free with
va lid UMR I.D .

Ad verti si ng Sa les Stafr : C,ndi Monds, Ri ch fl ee, K,m Hof ·
stett er
Subscriptions are available to the general readership at a rate of
semester .
Articles and photos for publication in the Miner must be in by 9
p.m . on Monday before printing on Thursday .
THE MISSOURI MINER
T-I
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Mo. 65401
$6 per
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The Line Between
Love & Death Is

SIDNEY SHELDON'S

ftIIBBERY ~

BLOODLINE
ill

This Fri., Sat. & Sun.
I~~~~~~~~~~I Open 6:4S/Starts 7: 15
L
Adults $2.50
• THE FRENCH WOMAN

• THE CHEERLEADERS
t

Emaml6l16 In 8aR111rok
KCLU Gift Certificates ~o"d
this weekend ...
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A Girl Never Forgets
Her First Diamond

~
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News Staff: Paul Br aun , Karen Downer, Mike Dun nerman n,
Mike Buel
F eatures Staff : Ca ndi ce Thompson. Jerr y Weil and , Steph en
Freeman All Dia manl.Sar ah Bold AI Di amant
Sport s Starr : Ed Randa ll , Ge rry Schnit zler. Mik e Blank e
Photographers: Ron Farley. Da ve Casw ell , Paul Schaeffer ,
Ron Clend enny
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Shows 7 & 9:10
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A girl's first diamond is like her first love. Something special. Something to
be cher ished for a lo ng , long time. We have a beautiful collection of " f i rst
diamonds, " each one impeccably designed and reasonably priced. Give her
her first diamond. She' ll n e ver forget you.
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For Women Only

SWE SPOnSOrS Conference
ROLLA, Mo. - Women high
school students can learn about
engineering, a top career opportunity for women, at a
conference at the University of
Missouri - RolI~ Oct. 29-30.
The conference is sponsored
by the UMR student chapter of
the
Society
of
Women
Engineers (SWE).
Pennie
Nichols
of
Waynesville, president of the
chapter, says that the seminar
is held annualy to inform high
school students and their
teachers and counselors about
the opportunities for women in

engineering. She adds that
these opportunities are tops
right now both in the number of
job openings and salaries, for
female as well as male college
graduates with B.S. degrees.
" The College Placement
Council's national survey shows
that engineering accounted for
61 percent of all job offers made
last year to graduating seniors,
and in some engineering fields
the salaries for women were
higher than those offered men,"
she says. "The average starting
salary nationally for women
engineering graduates was

more than $18,UOO a year, and
UMR graduates go t salaries
about 10 percent higher than
that.
"Although more women than
ever
are
majoring
in
engineering - almost 600 at
UMR this semester - many
people still consider it an
unusual occupation for women.
The two-day program will
include panel discussions by
professional women engineers,
discussion
groups
on
engineering in general and
different
branches
of
engineering, and campus tours

The meeting starts at 4 p.m.
Monday ,
Oct.
29
with
registration
and
a
getacquainted party, followed by a
are
banquet.
Sessions
scheduled from B a.m . to 5 p.m.
the following day .
Fee for the conference is $15
with
. overnight
accommodations, or $10 without,
and includes the cost of all
meals.
For
information,
write
Society of Women Engineers,
Building T-23, UniverSity of
Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401
or call (314) 341-4213.
•

IK Offers CPR Classes
Submitted by IK

Photo by Dave Caswell

Anyone interested in CPR
(Cardiopulminary
Resusciatation) will
have
the
opportunity to learn
the
technique of mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation and closed heart
massage in a two-part class
starting Monday, October 22
1979.
For Part 1 - the participant
needs to attend one of the
following classes which will be
held in St. Pats Ballroom,
University Center-West:
Monday, October 22 - 6:30 to
9:30p.m.
Tuesday, October 23 - 6:30 to
9:30p.m.

Any number of partiCipants
can attend this session - just
show up . This will be a lecturedemonstration class. The class
will then be divided into several
smaller groups for Part 2.
For Part 2 - the participant
needs to attend one of the
following classes which deal
with the practical applications
behind CPR. Part 2 classes will
be held from 6:30 to 10:30 p.m.
with locations to be announced

Events

Photo by Ron Farley

Top left: Action from
Board-I FC Football Game
Thursday afternoon_ The
Board won 37-21Middle left: Continuing an
old tradition - "proof" of a
good party weekend!
Right: Some Tekes posing
during construction of their
first place Homecoming
Display
"Put
the
Bulldogs in their Place!'
Bottom left: A tired partier
resting up for the three-clay
weekend_

There is no charge for this
course, but in order to obtain
American Red Cross certification in CPR, you must
successfully complete both
parts.

Overall UM Enrollment Up
COLUMBIA, MO - Despite
earlier forecasts that the
University of Missouri's fall
enrollment would decline in line
with the national trend, UM
system President James C.
Olson Oct. 12 reveafed increases on all four UM campuses totaling 51,B29, up 2.5
percent.
Official
head count of
stUdents enrolled in credit
courses
are
as
follows:
Columbia 23,545, up 165 <0.7
percent); Kansas City IO,B24,
up 526 (5.1 percent); Rolla

Homecoming

at the lecture-demonstration
class.
October 25
November 5
October 29
November 6
October 30
NovemberB
November 1

6,103, up 369 (6.4 percent); and
St. Louis 11,357, up 213 0.9
percent).
The
increase
systemwide is 1,273 or 2.5
percent.
The greatest percentage
gains were in the number of
undergraduates at UMR (S.6
percent) and UMKC (6.7 percent) and the number of
graduate stUdents at UMSL (4.1
percent). UMC largest percentage increase occurred in
the first professional area (2.0
percent).

11

( Photo Courtesy of Rollamo)
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Pork Chops

,,5119
CO~T'R,(

Lb.

STYle RIBSlB . '1 . 111

5159

LOIN PORK CHOPS LB. S! .61i1

RICE'S

Sliced Bacon

Boneless Beef Stew

Boneiess

,,5179

~~:5139
VACUUM PACKED

UNDER 2lBS. LB. $1 .89

PURE PORK SAUSAH ..~·$159
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Ham

HALF HAM lB. " .1'

$1 89

EXCEPT BEEF. GRAVY. VEAL PARMIGIAN.
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Cauliflower

lIe

;.
49
2~: 49(

FLORIDA PINK
48 SIZE

~

CALIFORNIA ICY FRESH

Broccoli Spears '
FRESH

MICHIGAN~

~USSET

FRESH WHOLE

Green Yellow Baking
Peppers Onions Potatoes

5

Pack

5 l b. S.,

20 lb. 8ag
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Oranges
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Ho m ec om in g
Q ue en
By STEVE WINTERS
On October 13, 1979, Cathy
Lally was crowned the UMR
Homecoming Queen for the 7980 school year.
It all started about six weeks
ago when Roselind Castleman,
a TJ resident, nominated Cathy
to represent Thomas Jefferson
for their Homecoming Queen
candidate. The following night,
her roommate, Valerie Jones
was elected to represent the
Association of Black Students
as their queen candidate. This
brought the two girls closer as
friends as opposed to causing
any rivalry between them and
made the entire competition
more fun, claimed Cathy.
As the days neared for the
judging, the two roommates
had much fun going to the
Queens Tea and interviews
together. As the number of
candidates lessened to eight
and then four as finals came
around, the two girls were still
there together neck and neck,
this being a first for this
campus in that a black girl has
never made it to the finals.
At the moment of truth when
Cathy realized that she had won
the competition, she said, "I
instantly started crying, 1 didn't
think 1 would ever make it at
all, especially when 1 was a
Freshman and there was a
Junior and Senior in competition too, 1 was pleasantly
shocked and really honored".

McD onald

vs.

By RYHAAN SHAH
Campus Digest News Service
The
University
of
Washington's policy of using
personal interviews to select
students for its medical school
does not discriminate against
white applicants.
This was the unanimous
decision of the Washington
State Supreme Court which
rejected
the
lawsuit
of
Frederick McDonald, a white
applicant, who charged that the

Cathy is a Freshman in
Engineering Management with
a preference in Civil or
Mechanical Engineering. When
asked why she picked this
degree, she replied, "I like
math, 1 like being a leader, and
I want to get a management
degree".
Cathy is an active member in
Wesley where she is the activities director, Society of
Women Engineers, is a Pi
Kappa Alpha little sister, plays
on innerdorm football team and
is in the living and learning
group.
Cathy came to this school
because she was offered
Curators
and
Alumni
Scholarships, nominated for a
National
Honor
Society
Scholarship and numerous
others which had to be turned
down, all of which were for this
school.
"If I had not come to school
here, 1 would have been a
Wildlife Manager", Cathy said.
She loves the outdoors and the
activities that go along with it.
Some of her favorite sports
and hOQbies are football
ca"?ping, jogging, water Skiing:
tubmg, floating, horse back
riding, music, theatre, reading,
sewll~g and cooking.
Cathy, a 1979 graduate of
Grandview High School, was
the Valedictorian for her school
and was on National Honor
Society.
Last summer Cathy was a
counselor for High School Heart

Adm inistr ation
university had violated the 14th
amendment by discriminating
against him.
McDonald was unsuccessful
in his bid to gain admission to
medical school in 1976. He then
filed
suit
attacking
the
university's method of selecting
students : The use of scores
from interviews ·together with
grades and admissions test
scores.
McDonald was competing
with 1,702 other applicants for
(Continued on Page 6)

Cathy Lally
of America Citizenship sponsored by the Womens Cliamber
of Commerce, which she also
attended the previous two
summer s as a student.
Cathy belongs to a very close
family of seven, being of
Spanish origin. Daughter of
Richard M. and Arlene Lally,
and sister to Brenda, Freshman
at CMSU ; Rick, Senior at
Grandview; Hohn, Sophomore
at Grandview; and David,
Eighth grader at Grandview.
Like most other students. Cathy

has a collection of stuffed
animals which inhabit her room
ranging from a rabbit, a dog,
and a family of bears.
In closing, Cathy made this
statemen t," I'd like to thank
everyone who supported and
voted for me, and special
thanks going to those belonging
to Thomas Jefferson, Pi Kappa
Alpha, and Wesley for all the
extra efforts", also "I'd like to
thank the Student Union Board
for the beautiful crystal set
fiven to me after being crowned
Queen .

Ediletters
Dear Editor,
We the members of the UMR
Band strive very hard for a
good performance at each of the
Miner Home football games.
We feel this shows school spirit
and dedication to the university. We are very displeased
and hurt after diligent marching practices in unfavorable
weather conditions, to have our
performance interrupted and
our efforts mocked by a person
or persons not affiliated with
the band. This distraction was
caused by the "Joe Miner"
from Kappa Sig, who mimicked
our musical abilities, harrassed
our Pon-Poms and displayed a
lack of maturity in front of the
students, faculty and returning
alumni. The time honored
tradition of crowning the
homecoming queen was made
into a farce by two unruly st.
Pat board members. There are
other means by which school
spirit is displayed other than
flagrant interruptions of our
performance or that of any
visiting band.
We enjoy performing and
entertaining the fans during the
games but we cannot tolerate
these displays of irresponsibility . If our efforts are not
appreCiated, we would prefer
not to perform _ If anyone has
ideas to contribute to our efforts
please consult us via a letter to
G-9 Harris Hall. Otherwise,
stay the Hell off the field while
we're performing!

We enjoy having fun with all
the other fans but we feel there
is a time and a place for
everything.
Sincerely,
TheUMRBand
Susan Turner No. 45967
President Tau Beta Sigma
Peter C. Scholtes No . 46930
President 01 Kappa Kappa Psi
Charles D. Malin No. 49937
Cindy Mette No . 50005
Drum Major
David L. Turner II No. 54109
Kent C.lluzd No. 51131
Sherry Stroder No. 54323
Porn-Porn Co-captain
Carol Parker No. 58474
Karen Anderson No. 56559
Pamela R. Baxter No. 48062
Terry Bachman No. 52505
Craig Cowley No. 54302
Patty Frueh No. 57046
Jon Mark Hold No . 49675
Monica A . Brooks 52628
Stacy Loebs No . 57534
Nancy McNutt No. 53519
Jeffrey Lewenezu t No. 49887
Bryan Peet No. 57822
Kimberly K. Deny No. 52807
William Lunz No. 58602
Keith Thomas No . 58195
Charles C. Meyer No. 53541
John Gulley No. 57886
Richard Baltz No. 49066
Susan Callahan No. 37900
Jeanne Hillestad No . 53141
Cheryl Youngblood 50649
Cynthia Newnham No. 57756
Janice Hierholze r No. 57228
Scot Grieves No. 45231
Donna Ann Hayden No. 57186
Jim Haviland No. 57182
Mark Schmeites No. 57998
Diane Bindeman n No. 56642
.. -"
,
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H-Bomb
Campus Digest News Service
The federal government has
dropped its efforts to prevent
the publication of hydrogenbomb secrets by the Daily
Californian. This decision came
after the Madison Press Connection printed, in September, a
letter written by computer
programmer, Charles Hansen,
in which Hansen outlined three
concepts about the making of a
hydrogen bomb.
A federal judge later
dismissed
the
complaint
against the Daily Californian,
the student newspaper at the
University of California at
Berkeley.
The day its case was
dismissed,
the newspaper
published a news story which
condensed the information in
the Hansen letter. Editor Tom
Abate said, " We plan to continue reporting on this field as
we find it appropriate, but we
have no plans for a special
edition with the whole text of
the ltter," he said.
The Justice Department feels
that the country's national
security has been abused by the
publication of the ijansen letter.
Mark Sheehan, a spokesman for
the department, said, "The
Atomic Energy Act provides for
protection of restricted data
about thermonuclear weapons.
The act provides for us to go to
court and seek injunction te
prevent dissemination ."
Sheehan said that the data in
the Hansen letter had not been
public knowledge until its
publication by the Press Connection. Hansen said the data
was compiled from unrestricted
sources.
Abate said that Hansen 's
claim was true. "I could do
what Hansen did using the same
sources he used," Abate said.
A restraining order for the
letter's publication was sent
only to the Daily Californian
because, said Sheehan, the
newspaper " refused to admit it
had a copy of the Hansen letter. "
The Department of Justice is
also seeking the dismissal of a
court order that prevents the
publication of an article on the
H-bomb by The Progressive
magazine.

BlacK

McDonald

Perspective
The editor of the Kent State
U. student newspaper, angered
by letters denouncing her
decision to print a bi-weekly
" Black Perspective" column,
lambasted - and even quoted
- the letter-writers in a recent,
fiery editorial.
Connie Schultz says the
purpose of the column is to
" bridge the obvious gap between blacks and whites on
campus and to give an opportunity for the black voice to
be heard - and understood ."
"The fact that I have received
14 letters denouncing our
decision to run this column
shows how badly it is needed
here," she wrote in her
editorial.
She quoted on grad student as
having written, "I have worked
hard all my life to put myself
through school, and I don't want
some nigger telling me how
tough he's had it."
A faculty member wrote her
h,:.,...,,,,,llo hp c;:; a in h p

W ;!C

" "'"n .

and without any consideration
of race."
Justice Wright noted that the
the 175 places in the medical school had admitted seven
school's freshman class. Of minority applicants who had
these applicants, 45 were ranked higher than McDonald
minority persons; 15 were of- on the overall test scores,
fered admission but only six grades and interviews.
actuallvenrollprl
McDonald's lawyer plans to
seek reconsideration of the case
Justice Charles Wright said, by the state supreme court. If
"The evidence shows McDonald that proves unsuccessful, he
would not have been admitted said that he will consider an
into the class even absent the appeal to the United States
six minority persons accepted Supreme Court.
(Continued from pg. 5)

cerned about your naive view of
the world. Surely you don't
really think blacks deserve a
column every other week in
your paper. You are only asking
for trouble, not the ideal world
you think you are creating."
Still another reader wrote,
asking, "Do your parents know
what kind of newspaper you are
running - one that caters so
heavily to a race other than
your own?"
Schultz noted how ironic it
was to have to print her
editorial at Kent State, "once a
hotbed for liberal activism and
the struggle to defend the
human rights of all people,
regardless of their origins ."
She said the " Black Perspective " colu"mn will "continue to grace the pages of this
paper. Unlike the authors of
those letters, he (the black
columnist) is no nigger, which
is a word synonymous with
'ignorant. '"

Setty.--......
Getty Oil Company

Getty Oil Company representatives will be
on campus Monday, October 22, and Tuesday, October 23, to interview petroleum
engineering and geological engineering
majors for employment opportunities with
the company. Candidates for summer jobs
and for permanent positions are requested
to make an appointment for an interview
th rough the Placement Center.
Getty is an integrated petroleum company
with 14,000 employees. Worldwide exploration and production operations help
achieve the company's primary objective-the search for and the development
of petroleum resources.

Ediletters
Charles Avee No . 58163
Bob Collier No. 52728
John G. Reed No. 50217
Scott L . Gibbs 57071
Russell Schmidt No . 53898
Bill Prouty No . 57881
Davy Lukenbill No . 45505
Alan P . rothermick No . 53839
Kevin J . Reinhard No. 57917
Steven Brooks No . 44937
Ray Dick No. 52816
Jeff Ahrens No. 56538
Peggy Vessell No . 50529
Eva Taylor No. 58179
Brenda Stoffer No . 52236
Patty Slattery No. 58077
Doug Jackson No. 57298
Nancy E . Fischer No. 41669
Monica Bomemisza No. 56679
Katherine Pelton No. 57825
Marshall Rice No. 53797

SHOTOKAN
KARATE

Timothy B . White 58342
John C. Farrell No . 56993
Keith Borkenhauer No. 56662
Michael F . Muenter No. 45595
Edward Kyser No. 49853
Marlon R. Haunschild No. 49617
Dennis Loessmann No. 49317
Kenneth Hill No . 57233
Craig Culp No . 45053
Dayton Wieland No . 58684
Lindell Sance No. 53915
Brian Culp No . 52770
Eric Bosch No. 58751
Bruce W. Keller No. 57673
Lyn Woerner No. 54244
Dean Westermeyer No. 58334
Joe Bood No. 56671
Roger Stembrueck No. 54017
David Ashabranner No. 56574

Getty seeks people who want to gain
varied and valuable experience, to
assume responsibility and accept
challenges, and to grow within their
chosen professions.

Career Opportunities in
Engineering and Computer Science

of Rolla

364·7428
Mon .-6 :30 p.m .
Thurs.-6:30 p.m .
Saturday -Afternoons

B&l OFFICE MACHINES
Sales & Service

PEOPLE,
PRIDE,
PROGRESS

Most All Makes
and Models
IBM Specialists
Dealer for
-Sharp
-Olivette
TYPEWRITER RENTAL

Call 364-4100
2 South brook Rolla, Mo.
Across from Hillcrest Shopping Center

r---------------- - -,
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I
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Crea tmg a new world With electrOniCS

GROUND SYSTEMS GROUP
Fullerto n. CA 92634
Ground Systems Group wi" be on campus for
ENGINEERING and COMPUTER SCIENCE interviews on

Tuesday, October 23,1979
Contact your placement office for a scheduled interview.
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Bill and Joe
Bill
Miner
I
As we last saw Bill, his
girlfriend had just arrived at
his door, prepared for the
weekend, and ready for any
circumstances which might
arise.
After a long reacquainting
kiss, Bill's girlfriend, Ellen,
went to the room of one of his
friends where she was staying
and got ready for the dance.
While Ellen was getting
dressed in a deep cut blue
formal and Bill was readying
himself in a grey three piecer,
time was just about there for
the dance.
Upon arrival at the new
Student Union Building, Bill
wasn't sure if he was in the
right place because the music
sounded like it was coming
from a rock concert, but after
noticing everyone else was in
formal dress, they proceeded to
Centenial Hall.
While Bill and Ellen weren't
super enthused about fast
dancein, they sat down and
watched the band make an
attempt to play some music.
As the two sat waiting for
even a close factsimile of a slow
song, they watched the other
eighty or ninety people at the
dance, most of whom were
jumping and bouncing around
the dance floor, while the rest
also sat waiting for'a slow song.
By the time a slow song was
played, most of the people who
had been boogying were doing
their best to stand up, much less
dance, while the others who
were waiting for a slow dance
were found in the back of the
room sleeping.

After waiting for Quite some
time and only two slow songs
had been played, Bill and Ellen
decided to go back to his dorm
and have a better time doing
something more interesting.
As the night rolled on, so did
Bill and Ellen, until the sun
rose, and then realizing that
they had both been together all
during non·visitation hours,
they snuck out of his room .
The two managed a chilly
football game and a back woods
bar·b Q that afternoon. As the
sun settled along with the
temperature, Bill and Ellen
Headed back to his place, only
this time to nearly pass out
from exhaustion from the night
and
awaking
in·
before,
terminently to try replaying the
night before.
The two were once again
rudely awakened the following
morning by the bright sun that
crawled through the window,
only this time, both knew that
the weekend was over, and
Ellen had to drive back to her
hometown .
After Ellen had left, Bill went
back to bed to try regaining
some of the sleep that he

willingly lost over the weekend,
knowing that his girlfriend was
on Homecoming Court back at
her highschool, he grinningly
fell asleep thinking that his next
weekend would be just as ex·
citing as this one.
(To Be ContiDued)

Joe Miner
As we left Joe, an EAT little
sister, Betsy "Boom Boom "
Biggs, had just come in looking
for someone to take her to the
dance. Little did Joe know what
he was getting himself into
when he agreed to take Boom
Boom to all of the Homecoming
events. While Joe was still
sitting there at the EAT bar, he
was wondering just what was
going to come of the weekend.
As time rolled along that
Friday night, Joe and Boom
Boom left for the dance, and
upon arrival, they started to
boogie all night long. This
wasn't too good for Joe for he
had been drinking heavily that
afternoon at the EAT T.G .I.F.
and got a little ripped.
As the night went on, Joe

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Forum Plaza

6 Oz. Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK

2.50 2.20 3.10
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast.
Free Ice Cream.

demonstrated a new dance, or
at least it looked like one, that
is, one which might belong to a
primitive tribe in New GUinea .
It seems that Boom Boom
stepped on his foot and Joe then
proceeded t9 strut around the
floor like a turkey walking on a
set of hot coals.
After this exhibition of the
" Wild Turkey Strut," the two
decided that they had enough

,,' 't'~'k5;d~

Joe being very thankful that his
roommate had gone home for
the weekend, headed to his
room and his roommates
waterbed with Boom Boom.
Everything was going just
fantastic until the ripples of the
waterbed turned into tidal
waves, thus causing a violent
surge from the bed and flooded
one end of the floor in the EA T
house.
(Continued on Page 8)
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ENGINEERS
AND

COMPUTER
SCIENCE
GRADS:
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO
PUT WHAT YOU'VE LEARNED
TO WORK.
YES, as a company we're a leader in fast, exciting fields ... aircraft, missiles, spacecraft, electronics, automation, and health services. But we
also realize that our leadership depends on
how fast our people grow.
'
SO, our goal is to provide opportunities for futureminded engineers and computer scientists who
want to grow right along with a leader.
AND, we want to talk to graduating seniors and
graduate students about their goals.
IF, you're ready to get your career off the
ground, McDonnell Douglas wants to talk to
you. Sign up at the Placement Office for a personal interview. Here is the date we'll be on
campus:

Tues., Wed., & Thurs.,
November 6, 7, & 8
/

MOSTEK WILL BE ON CAMPUS
A world leader in MOS integrated circuits and systems, headquartered in Dallas, Texas, will be
interviewing here this week. Check with the placement office for more information.

DOUGL~
"'--'"

CORPORATION

an equal opportunity employer

Mostek, 1200 W. Crosby Road. Carrollton. Texas 75006. We are an equal opportunity employer, mlllhiv.

MOSTEK

u.s. Citizenship Required
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Reflections
If I am able to speak to others about Christ every so convincingly, but have not love for them, I am nothing.
If I have diplomas and degrees and know all the up-to-date
methods for presenting the claims of Christ , but have not his
touch of understanding love, I am nothing.
If I am a ble to argue successfully against false beliefs, and
show how foolish they are , but have his wooing note, I am
nothing.

CJ)
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If I have all faith and great ideals and magnificant p lans,
but have not his love that sweats and bleeds and prays and
pleads, I am nothing.
Even if I surrender a ll prospects for material suecess .. .Ieave home and friends, make the sacrifices of a
missionary career, but turn sour and selfish amid the daily
annoyances and slights of missionary life, and though I give
my body to be consumed with the fevers and heats of the
field, but have not love that yields its r ights, its leisures, its
pet plans, I am nothing . Virtue has ceased to go out of me.

If I can write articles and publish books that win applause,
but fa il to transcribe the word of the cross in the language of
His love , I am nothing.

The UMR St. Pat's Board
would like to extend a hearty
thanks to all who attended the
st. Pat's Board vs. IFC football
game, and helped to make it a
huge success. The St. Pat's
in
fine
Board
prevailed
tradition with a 37-21 victory . A
special thanks also goes out to
Gary Broyles, Norm DeLeo,
and Bill Voss for a fine job of
officiating. Despite the light
rain and cold weather, spirits
were high and
an excellent
time was had by all.
As a reminder, tickets are
now on sale for the St. Pat's
Board
FALL
BENEFIT
MOVIE FEATURING "Return
of the Pink Panther" and five
"Stooges Flicks." Tickets for
the 6: 30 and 9: 00 shows are
available from any St. Pat's
Board Rep. for only 50 cents.
The show will be October 31, so

come celebrate Halloween with
the GREEN!
Did you know .. ?
In the spring of 1907, a crowd
gathered on the corner of
Eighth and Pine in Rolla,
Missouri and heard news of a
celebration being staged on the
University
of
MissouriColumbia
campus.
The
celebration was supposedly put
on by the engineers of MIZZOU
every year since 1903 . An invitation was extended to
Missouri School of Mines to
send a delegate to Columbia to
witness the ceremonies. As a
result, the crowd elected J .H.
Bowels to be their delegate and
collected $16.06 to send him on
his way. He was to watch the
festivities and return to Rolla
with a report on how it all was
held so that something could be
started here. And so it was.
... But then, Who Asked ? ?

If I give substantial sums to reach the heathen lost and m y
clothes and money to the less fortunate, but have not His love
for them , I am nothing.

Hughes is news

(Continued From Page 7)
With this, the actives threw
the two ou t of the house for the
nigh t and they then left for Lane
Spri ngs where they spent the
rest of the nigh t rocking and
roll ing in the back sea t of his 49
Studebaker.
The two fi nally crawled out
of the car at about 2:00 Saturday afternoon. After they
realized tha t they missed the
Homecoming ball game, they
decided to have one of their
own, one on one style.
Both had been play ing all
afternoon and were ready to
call it quits after just one more
play . The score was already 4 to
7, Boom Boom 's fa vor, Joe had
so far only scored two safeties
in Boom Boom 's in zone, while
Boom Boom had gotten a touchdow n and extra point on Joe.
It was now the last play, Joe
h -· d possession of the ball , and
the attempt was good for a field
goal, the game was now tied ,
ended, and both were totally
exhausted.
The two decided to take a
change of pace and left for a
party that the EAT house was
having. Joe somehow got
caught in a game of Indian with
some of the older actives in the
house, needless to say, he was
lOSing <!nd wear in g a path fro m
his seat to the john .
Well, Boom Boom figu red
that enough was enough, and it
was time to take "Sitting Bull "
up to his room. The weate rbed
in this room had been pa tched
and refilled, so the two ended up
there on ce again , this ti me
when the ripples started
flo wi ng, so did Joe, only th is
time from the wrong end.
The next few hours was spent
on the fl oor of the john until Joe
passed ou t completely and a
few of hi s pledge brothers threw
hi m in bed.
As Sund ay rolled around, Joe
realized that he had really
blown it the night before and
wen t down to the EA T bar to try
drowning his sorrows .
Being in a stupered state, it
didn 't take much to get plowed
once more, and as he fini shed
off the remnants of the las t keg,
Joe slowly staggered up the
stairs to his bed.
(To Be Continued)

We make engineering and scientific history year after
year. Like 1976, when five Hughes-developed satellites
went into orbit.
If you come to work with us, we'll both make news in
your home-town paper.
Help Hughes Aircraft Company make news. And
elec tronic mirac les. And history. (And no airplanes.)
Ask your plac ement office when Hughes recruiters will be
on campus.

,r--- -- ---- ----- ----i,
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Creatmg a new world Wi th electrOniCS

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

There are easier wavs to pay for college.
Conducting te lethons, waiting tabl e ~ ~
park ing cars may not be the onl y W ?'J.;- ,_
help you pay for co ll ege . There may te ~
scho larsh ip or grant avai labl e that you ve
overlooked. Or it may be as simple as cutting
back on ex penses. Read the next issue of
Insider and find out.
Ford hopes this next issue of Insider will
give you a "better idea" for
your way

'rough col lege . And if you need a set of
'eels to get you around campus , check out
",e sporty Fords fo r the 80's.

Look for Insider- Ford's continuing series
of College newspaper supplements.

FORD
FORD DIVISION
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Student Fi lied
Travis Fami ly
One of the things that makes
the Travis fam i1y a bit different
from the typical young Missouri
family beginning to carve out a
place in Rolla 's business
community is that all of them
are going to school.
In addition to her role as wife,
mother, housekeeper and cook,
Kris Travis is a full-time
student at the University of
Missouri-Rolla. Kent Travis,
who has been manager of
Russell's Town and College
Shop for the past five years, is
also a student at UMR - but
he's taking late afternoon and
evening classes on a part-time
basis. Sean, who is eight, is in
the third grade at Mark Twain .
Kris and Kent met in high
school at Belle. She was then
Crystal Thomas and was a year
behind Kent in school. By the
time she graduated, Kent had
already spent a year at Southwest Missouri State Universit y
in Springfield.
The first few years after they
were married in 1970, they were
commuters. They lived in Belle
and Kris drove to work in
Jefferson City ever day - even
after Sean was born in 1971. She

was working at the State working now on a research
Department of Revenue , data project directed by professors
processing department. Kent in both areas."
drove to Rolla - he had transferred to UMR and was
An honor roll student, Kris
working part-time at Russell's . hopes to finish hel class work
in
He transferred again (this time two more semester
s and
a
to Lincoln University of B.S. degree in psychologyellrn
with
Missouri in Jefferson City to a life science minor.
work on a business ad- plans to complete She then
education
ministration degree ). but con- course requirem
ents at UMC in
tinued to work at Russell's. At the summer
and do her practice
this point he was driving from teaching
Belle to Jefferson City to Rolla through next fall . Working
UMR 's cooperative
to Belle.
teacher
In 1974 the family finally with UM education program
settled in Rolla . Kris went to lifetime C, she'll have earned a
teaching certificate by
work at UMR for engineering Decembe
r.
extension in the Engineering
Research Laboratory, and Kent
Kent has all kinds of credit
become full-time manager at
hours from SMS, UMR and
Russell's .
Lincoln . "The problem is
" Three years ago we decided
putting them together to come
I could enroll at UMR," Kris up with one degree," he
says.
says. " Psychology and life Also an honor roll student
(at
science were both subjects that Lincoln) , he is working toward
jnterested me, so I'm com- a degree in economics with a
bining them . I like lab work business preference. " It may
best, but the chemistr y arul take a while longer," he says.
calculus courses you need for a "I pick up the courses I need to
life science degree are a bit finish up - one or two a
much.
semester - when they are
"Some areas of psychology offered at a time I can fit in with
lab work and life science fit well my work."
together. For instance, I'm
It's a busy life for the Tra vis
famil y who live, incidentally, at
806 East 5th St. Kris and Kent
enjoy an occasional game of
tennis and the whole family
heads for camping and backpacking trips in the hills and
said William K. Howell, Miller
woods whenever possible.
President.
" This program helps to
conserve
energy,
since
COLLEG E STUDEN TS Im prove
producing a can from recycled
your grades! Send $ 1.00 for your
aluminum uses only five perup-to·da te, 306-page, collegia te
cent of the energy necessary to
resea rc h pape r ca ta log. 10,250
do the same from virgin ore, "
papers on file. All academic sub·
said Howell . "We are extremel y
j e ct s.
R ESEA R CH
ASSISTA NCE, 11 322 Ida ho Ave.
proud of the way college
No.
206Z,
Los A ngele" Ca lif.
students have responded to this
90025 12131 477- 8226.
(Continued on pg. 14)

Beer Can Collection
MILWAUKEE, Wis. - A
record
5,252,097
beverage
containers - 1,872,458 bottles
and 3,378,638 all-aluminum cans
- were collected by students at
93 college campuses last spring
in the Miller Brewing Company 's " College Reclamation
Program ," it was reported
today .
The previous record was
4,831,804 beverage containers,
collected during the Fall, 1978
"College
_Reclamation
Program ."
Conducted twice annually,
the Miller program helps
students to clean up their environment and win prizes in the
process.
Last spring the program
involved 938,321 students.
" Miller Brewing Company is
committed to doing what it can
be imrpove this country 's en- vironment as well as to help
conserve this nation 's valuable
resources, including energy,"

'
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Kris and Kent Travis
They still traver the road to
Belle frequentl y because that's
where the famil y is. Kris '
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James B.
Thomas, live at 6th and'
Al varado, and Kent's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Travis, live
on a farm just outside of town.

Kris and Kent may have
reached a point where they can
see an end to their current
educational goals. But, gOing to
school won't end for the Travis
family . After all, Sean is just
getting started.

WATCH FOR
DQ COUPONS

in the TV magazine
of the Post-Dispatch!
Re g . U.S. Pat Off ..
AM D.O . Cor p . (c) Cop yright 1979
Am . D.O . Cor p

Open Daily From
10 a.m.-ll p.m.

FO RU M II
· sty.-. . ~ng
Hair
Men 's £I Women's
Styli ng

The Zephyr •
V-Neck.

Long or Short
We give the look you want
with comp lete contro l.

"UR,WOO'

A casual classic endowe d with exceptio nal
details.
Elegantly knit from fine Zephyr WOOl . this
Lord Jeff V-neck is fully fashioned with saddle
shoulders . Looped on neck. Knitted on cuffs
and bottom .

Missouri Hairstyling
Cham pion 1973, 1974, 1975,
and 1978
Fo r Appointm e nt

341·2668
Tues .· Fri. 9-5:30
Sa t . 8·4: 00
143 1 Hau<k Drive Roll a. MO

Russell's Town & College Shop

713 Pine· Rella , Mo . • 364·2323
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TKE Hosts Alu mni Reunion
Th is year 's Homecoming
celebration at the TKE house
was something very special.
Almost twenty percent of all the
Tekes ever initiated in Rolla
were in town for the first annual
"Old Timer's Reunion". Six ty-

BE
PAmQ.(NG TIiE NUDE: BEACH
" AND

AGA 11\1

l(OL)'L L

rOD,Al(

Classified Ads
GOOD ,
N single room for rent. Miner I nn, Rm . 8, 103 W.
13th St. Contact Brad . Call 364·1899.

I~

HEAD FOR THE MOUNTAI NS!! Go ski i ng in Colorado whi le
staying in condominiums that are fully furn ished, kitchen
equipped, have fireplaces, and offer use to a healed pool , sauna ,
and whirlpool. Also included are 3 full days of ski rental, and a
three day lift pass. Ski Aspen - Jan. 7·12 for SI79 or Copper
Mountain Jan . 7·12 from SI49 10 S179. For more inform alion call
Steve Fischer at 364-2622 or 364-9823 .
HAIRCUTS - $2.50 (afros only>. Batteries - 9 volt transistor
batteries and " D" size batteries . Call Whimpy at Alpha Phi Alpha ,
364-9968.
JANET - thanks for the super weekend ! Be back for more on
Thanksgiving . HOOK 'EM HORNS!!
DW in Austin
FOR SALE - I bean bag chair, excellent condition $15. 1 queen
size mattress excellent condition, best offer. Call 364·6059 after 5
p.m .
HAPPY 21st birthday Sheila Loflon Oct. 20. Luv , Ren and Kim .

two alumni travelled to Rolla
from places as remote as
Florida, California, Texas,
Color ado, an d Indiana to viSi t
with old friends and check out
the active chapter . Add to thi s
to tal the si xty undergraduate
acti ves in TKE, and that's 122 of
655 Tekes initiated in Beta Eta
Chapter since its inception in
1947. Only 32 years old, TKE is
one of the youngest fraternities
at UMR. A good number of the
alumni had not been back to
Rolla in over 10 years (who can
blame them ?), and they were
ple ased wi th the new housing
built since TKE was just a
three-story brick house on what
was then known as " Fraternity
Row" - State Street, .

complimen t, and we look forward to St. Pats and Greek
Week,
two
events
th at
traditionall y draw TKE alumni
back home.

yet. Juli a Stewar t, our cook for
25 years, had a great tim e
visiting with the older alumni
and kissing their babies, but
some were so old they were
from before her time. In spite of
age differences of thirty years,
no generation gap was felt when
the band started playing and
the alumni partied with the best
of us. The Tekes are proud that
our alumni paid us such a

To promote an atmosphere of
leisure, the only formal function
for the alumni was a banquet on
Saturday
evening
at
the
Holiday Inn . Over twenty of the
alumni returning graduated
around 1950, several of which
could drink scotch like Board
Reps drink beer. They enjoyed
telling the younger Tekes
stories about the days when
everyone was a veteran on a GI
Bill, there were absolutely no
girls, (one guy even drove to
Arkansas one night because he
heard you didn't ha ve to wait to
get married there ) and of
course, the TKE traditions
when they weren't traditions

Support
Miner
Advertisers!

Ladies Night Wednesday
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A ll altern ati ves offered.
Confidential.
7 p.m.· 8 p.m. toll fr~e .
1·800·438·8039.

Orders To Go
Closed Mondays
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ORDER
SWEETEST DAY
FLOWERS NOW
For Oct. 21st
Local Specials Oct. 20th
1 DOZ. SWEETHEART
ROSES
(Red, Pink or Yellow)

$12.50
SWEETEST BUNCH
Pretty Fall Mixture

$5, $7 50 , $10
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Recruiters will be on -campus November 2, 1979, Sign-up in your Placement Office .
A Bachelor's Degree in Engineering is required for engineering positions,
A Bachelor' s Degree that included 24 semester hours of math is required for
opera ti ons research positions _
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLO YER
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Fort Leavenworth has mechanical engineer and operations research analyst intern vacanc ies. Fort Leavenworth also employs general , civil, electrical. sanitary
and industrial engineers_ Starting salary commensurate with qualifications. Many
fringe benefits such as annual leave, sick leave, holidays, insurance, health plans
and retirement,
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Recruiters will be interviewing candidates for career Federal positions at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas (45 minutes from downtown Kansas City),
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Grou nd w ov es
Your reality could be alternate! It isn't what you think it
is! I mean, think about it: Here
you are at an " engineering"
school,
supposedly
taking
courses
in
engineering
(whether that 's your major or
not) but did you ever take an
"engineering" course in high
school? Of course not! So, how
do you know it IS engineering?
It could be archeology, or worse
yet, a technician's course in
soda machine repair. What
about the chancellor? How do
you know Marchello IS the
chancellor? How do you even
know he really speaks English?
It could be that he only speaks
fluid
Ethiopian
or
Yeechteranian, and that he's
just a figurehead, while a good
friend of his does all the dirty
work. Why a figurehead?
Because his friend has a
terrible case of acne, and is too
embarressed to be seen in
public, so Marchello appears,
along with a team of crack
ventriloquists, and pulls off the
illusion. Ever notice how he
hardly moves his lips when he
talks? Anyway, enough about
the past and into the future.
Specifically, some things you
might be hearing from us in the
future . But first, something
you might've heard from us in
the future: We were going to
start featuring a show on
Saturday afternoons called
"Back to Acid", but from the
reviews we've been getting on
our educational stuff, we didn't
tlJink anybody would be hip to a
chemistr y forum. Maybe a

show on the weekend nights
between two and three in the
morning called " Curse the Air "
where ya just call up, a thickvoiced OJ says, " Welcome to
'Curse tlie Air', you're on," and
you just blurt out whatever
obscenities happen to be on
your mind at the moment. Good
therapy. You might hear
someone in a straigh~jacket
suspended from a light fixture
and being whipped senseless by
a couple of guys in leather suits
scream ing his bloody lungs out
while someone else stands
calmly
in
front
of the
microphone and recites "The
Iliad" in Iranian. How 's that for
some special interest group
programming? Just hit a whole
slew of 'em at once. If nothing
else, at least enter our "Make
Fun of the Chancellor" contest.
The best insults will be read
over the air (excluding your
name and any four-letter
vowelled words) and an album
side of your choice will be
played between three and four
any weekday morning, or at the
very least between four and six
on any Sunday afternoon. So,
mail in your results or just drop
them into the "Comments and
Suggestions" box outside the
station or come on in and
delivery it personally to your
favorite DT (oh, by the way,
that's something else new OJ's will now be called DT's;
remember: the rules change constantly). Sunday at 8: 00
p.m . on "Blooze for Rolla", Soul
Bro'
will
feature
Mike
Bloomfield with "Between the

So '('f\Uc...'r-.. k
"r\ (:)YY\4...(.CyY) i. Y\ ~ .. .
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Hard Place and the Ground" .
Monday at 9:00 p.m. the
featured artist on the New
Wave show will be Graham
Parker and the Rumor and at
midnite, the Rolla Bozo Review
10,250 on File - All Acade mic Subjec ts
will present Deep Purple's
Send
$1.00 for your up,to-da te , 306-pag email order catalog .
"Machin e Head". Tuesday
from 10:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m .,
ACAD EMIC RESEA RCH
Rick Maginnis will bring you
P.o. BOX 24873
the Robin Trower artist feature .
LOS ANGELE S, CA 90024
. Uncle Dave, fresh out of the
hospital and back from San
NAME
Francisco, will track the
McLain
Family
Band's
ADDRESS
"Family Album" at 4:00 p.m.
CITY __
on Wednesday afternoon. Kirby
will play a special tape on his
_ _ . _ ZIP _ _ _ _ __
STATE
Underground show Wednesday
at midnite entitled "The Bull"
1-<JIZiii5i!iiIiiIBc=====IB~BE===='II:;i
by none other than the in- IlII
i-<J
defatiguable Ken Kesey (the
W
How
would
you like to make $500.00
real one, not the Sears one).
Finally NFCB next Thursday at
for
every
1000
envelopes you stuff?
1: 00 p.m. will be " Murder for
If so, please send a self-addressed
Pleasure". For further in- W
formation on the Grateful Dead
ml'
stamped envelope or: your name,
write:
Dead Heads
W
address & 25' to
1lII',
P.O. Box 1065
III
Sandr a's Boutique
San Rafael, California
94901
824 Muriel St. SW
and ask them to come quick!

RESEARCH PAPERS
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"Mark"

i

Wyoming, Mich, 49509

ON THURSDAY
NO VE MB ER 15TH

OR '

Give up cigarette s
for just one day. You
just m lg hl glvIO ·em up
for good
THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT.
America n Cancer Society.

PRIC'E

On All
Breakfast Items
Who's Hughes?
First to develop a synchron ous-orbit satellite, Syncom,
initiating the whole era of space communi cations.
First in high-tech nology electronic s.
Your firsl employe r after graduatio n, perhaps! Before
graduatio n, ask your placeme nt office when Hughes
Aircraft Compan y's recruiters will be on campus.
r--------- - ---- -- - - ~

i, HUG HES i,

featuring hotcakes, sausage, bacon,
eggs, hash browns, and our famous
uSUNSHINE SANDWICH".
Does not include drinks.
Offer good 6:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Oct. 19, 1979 thru Oct. 21, 1979

L _____ _ _______ _____ J

Crearmg a new world with electromcs

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

1202 N. Bishop Rolla, MO
Regular Hours: 6:30 a.m. ' to 11 p.m.
Open till 12 midnight Friday & Saturday

~
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This space contribute d by the publisher
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~~s ho rtstuff~·~~
Movement Back

I
I

I

II

Increases in the cost of offcampus living has helped
sustain a movement back to the
dormitories despite increased
rates.
Bigger utility and grocery
bills have Issened the attraction
of off-campus housing and th is
year the average occupancy of
dormitories may set a new
record.
Last year a national survey
showed
that
on-campus
residences were almost totally
filled . "This year it may be over
100 percent," said director of
residential facilities at Western
Illinois, Dale W. Meador, who
conducted the survey for the
Association of College and
University Housing Officers.
Nationwide reports from
colleges show that demand for
on-campus housing has increased more than enrollment.
Meador said that the increased
demand comes mainly from
returning students who want to
remain on campus.
Some colleges are using
lottery systems to determine
which students get available
rooms. Usually, freshmen are
assured of rooms and the
returning students compete for
what's left.
Faced with the increased
demand and a lack of oncampus housing, Winthrop
College in Rock Hill, S.C.,
leased a motel to house 148 firstyear women students this fall .
The average room-and-board
rates have increased by 24.7
percent to $1,791 at public
colleges. At private institutions,
the rise was 14.2 percent to
$1,754.

Fast Food Botti e
Campus Digest News Service
In the battle of the fast-food
chains, the chicken is now king
because while the price of
chicken is dropping the price of
beef soars.

Kentucky Fried Chicken, include alumni, non-alumni
foundations,
Church 's and other fast-food individuals,
chains that specialize in business corporations and
chicken report increases, or a religious denominations.
levelling off of unit sales and _ At private four-year colleges
real growth. Although gasoline this fall, the average student
problems have caused an fees have increased by 10.4
overall drop in the industry, percent to $2,923. Fees at these
chains sp.ecializing in ham- institutions account for more
burgers now find it more dif- than a third of their income.
According to the statistics of
ficult to compete with chicken
the College Scholarship Serchains.
The Agriculture Department vice, in-state student fees at
reports that wholesale poultry public four-year colleges have
prices are now 40 cents a pound, risen by an average of 4.5
a drop of 16 percent compared percent, to $680.
to prices a year ago. Wholesale
beef prices are about $1 pound, Abortion Fees
a rise of 18 percent.
A spokesman for Church 's
Dropped
says that a quarter-pound of
fried chicken sells for half the
PRINCETON, New Jersey
price of a quarter-pound (CH ) - Students shouldn't be
hamburger. To Kentucky Fried forced to pay that portion of
it's " obvious " that the chicken their university health fee that
chains are taking business from funds abortions, say 27 Printhe hamburger restaurants.
ceton U. students who are
A spokesman for the Wendy's trying to get that policy
hamburger chain says that changed.
although the chains have a
Senior Charles R. Helms says
value advantage, " Americans
the group is particularly
are burger eaters and we'll get
them back when they get used
to the high prices."

At Harvard, the protesting
students say, students may
obtain a $2 rebate on their $190
health fee by notifying the
student insurance office.
"Insurance principles are to
cover anything it's reasonable
to cover," says Dr. Pyle.
"People under the policy can 't
say they don't want to pay for
football
injuries
or

CamPUS Digest News Servlee

Rolla

Helms says the students
haven't planned their course of
action beyond a petition drive,
but that he doesn't rule out the
possibility of filing a lawsuit
against the university .

Car Pool
Campus Digest News Service
Join a car pool and pay lower
fees! This is the trend of things
this fall at the Lake Erie
College and Garfield Senior
College both in Painesville,
Ohio. Students who joined car
pools paid $18 less for each
three-credit-hour course they
enrolled for. Regular undergraduate courses cost $216.
A computer assigns students to
car pools based on class
schedules.

28 flavors of ice cream , sandwiches , cones, splits, shakes.
sundaes, Ruby 's luscious concoctions , birthday cakes and
specialty items .

Send now 10' lalesl calalog .
Thousands of le,mpape,s on all
subjecls. Enclose $5.00 10 cove'
return postage.

ESSA Y SERVICES

To offset rising costs, colleges
and universities have kept
salary increases below the
inflation rate. The average
college uses four of every ten
dollars for faculty payroll.
The American Association of
University professors reported
that for 1979-80 faculty salaries
have increased by six percent
compared with last year's. The
present rise in the cost of living
is more than double that percentage.
Private support to colleges
has increased by 26 percent in
the two-year period, 1977-78,
when $3 billion were contributed by organizations that

gynecological services because
they aren't directly involved."

10:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
2:00 p.m.·9:00 p.m. Sunday

CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE

Salary Increases

87 Yonge St. , Suit•• 504

Toronto. Ont.rlo, C.n.d.
M5E lJ8

(416) 366-6549

COMPUTER SCIENCE
GRADUATES, WE'D LIKE TO
TALK WITH YO,U ABOUT
OUR FUTURES.
We' re a computer and management consulting firm
serving government and business. As the nation' s
lea ding developer of integrated financial and
di stribution systems , we offer yo u the oppo rtunity
to appl y y our business, systems or applications
talents in a challenging environment.
We'll be on campus to talk with you on October 22, 1979.
Or , se nd a copy of your resume to :
Nan cy Mo ra , Director Midwest Recruiting
Am eri ca n Management Systems, Inc .
] 20 S . Rive rsid e Plaza
Ch icago , Illin o is 606 06

Look ing for happiness and contentment? Th at's what
you'll discover wi th every piece of 'pi zza at Pi zza Inn.
Bu t fi rs t, help yourse lf to our terri fic Salad Bar. It goes
great with our pizza, those deliciously hot pieces of
happiness and contentment. At Pi zza Inn, tha t's what
we call Inner Piece

364-4544

r
- - - - - - - - - - COU Pow - - - - - - - - - -I
.
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Health fees, paid as a part of
general tuition fees, amount to
about $200 per student.
Averaging the cost of 44
abortions
performed
for
students last year amounts to
slightly less than $1 per undergraduate and graduate
student, says Dr. Louis A. Pyle,
Jr., Princeton's health services
director.

RESEARCH

The path to
Inner Piece starts
at our salad bar.

J ct. 63 & Pine

displeased students weren 't
notified of a recent insurance
plan change covering abortion,
pregnancy and childbirth as of
September 1, 1979, before they
paid the health fee.

g

I COUPON

$1.00 OFF

PER PIZZA

Any 13" or 16" pizza

C3

Offer expires October 25. 1979

Z
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ams
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC .
Washington, D.C .
Chicago

New York City
Sa n Francisco

De troi t
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Concert Revievv _______________________________________________

Harry Chapin Live
A big piece of American pie
was generously served at this
year's Homecoming Concert by
the king of storytellers - Harry
Chapin. The pie was served
steaming hot with five scoops of
fantastically' creamy delight in
the form of 'Big' John Wallace
(bass), Stephen Chapin (piano),
Doug Walker (guitar), Howie
Fields (drums) and Kim Scoles
(cello).
Harry has made a real
commitment to end world
hunger and his music and
stories and songs, are his ways
of dealing with the world as he
sees it. Over the past four years
- Harry has raised millions of
dollars for the things he
believes in, and it's these things
. that keep him moving on the in
the circle of his life.

the emptyness -that can be felt
and about living alone and
being nowhere. Yet, the last line
brings us all home ... "l'm going
nowhere and anywhere's a
better place to be".

Second Set
After a brief intermission,
Harry came back with a brand
new song - only two weeks old.
The song, "Story of a Life" is
about a young unexperienced
boy growing up in an almost
military atmosphere. The song
focuses upon the young boy's
sexual awakening ,
The rest of the set contained
the songs : "I Wanna Learn a
Love Song," "A Time for
Everything," "Why Do Little
Girls," "Mail Order Annie,"

"A good concert is like a good date,
you don't start out in bed .. "
(Chapin Live)

Harry started out slow,
saying .. ," A good concert is like
a good date, you don't start out
in bed - -you have to build to
that climax ... "
Harry performed music from
his early days, as well as from
his latest album - just two
weeks off the press, Midway
through "Legends of the Lost &
Found," he lost a string, but
undeaunted he kept his singing
up and changed guitars commenting later that, " I play the
guitar like Lizzie Bordon plays
her ax ."
His first set contained these
songs: " Legends of the Lost &
Found," "Mr, Tanner," " Old
Folkie," "Odd Job Man," "Cat
in the Cradle," "Tangle Up
Puppet," " WOLD," and "A
Better Play to Be, "

Photos
"In later years when you speak of this,
And,you will - Be Kind ,"
I Chapin Live I

Harry did as his last number
"Taxi"

Encore
Not too surprisingly, Harry
came back and asked for
complete silence. Unbelievable
for the size of the audience, but
he got it. He then recited from
his poetry, a sort of portfolio of
his life. It only seemed natural
that he spoke of singing ....
"I've sung it all tonight, for
when you sing from your inside,
you h~pe that something
shows .. .

Text by
l. Ponzer

"A nd if you want me to come with 'you
then that 's alright with me,
'cause I know I 'm going nowher~ and
anyw here's a better place to be ,"
I A Better Place To Be )

His song, "Tangle Up Puppet" will be the basis for an
ABC television series to be
aired on Jan . 11th, The song,
and the five part series deal
with a mother and daughter,
growing up, and about life,
Harry will narrate the series as
well as appear in the show,

As the band slowly one-by·one
faded in behind him , Harry
ended the show with the song
which, perhaps best exem·
plifies his view of life, "Circle",

Harry describes his song " A Better Place to Be" as the
" most gentle song I've written" , This song was about all

Without the SUB , this show
would not have been possible, I,
for one, give them a standing
ovation for a job well done!

Congrats

by Farley

==========Harry Chapin = = = = = = = = = =

----~---

"Thirty-Thousand Pounds of
Bananas" and "Tax i",
Also during this set, Steve,
Harry's little brother did his
own song - " A Long Way From
Home", A song about love and
about your and my search for it.

It was also aurmg this second
set that the "realness" of
Chapin was seen. Never before
in the time I've been here at
UMR (four years) have I seen a
name performer literally come
down into his audience. It Was
here that Harry's credibility
doubled,

=Stephen "Momma's Boy" Chapin=
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on Reggie lindsey
Living at Campus Club, this is
his third semester at UMR. He
is a Computer Science major
enrolled in courses in the math,
chemistry,
and
computer
science departments. His name
is Reggie Lindsey, and he is a
typical example of the many
students enrolled here at the
university. Typical in every
sense but one: he is blind.
Presently twenty·two years
old, Reggie has been blind since
about age five. His loss of vision
was due to a gunshot wound to
the head as a small child. The
bullet lodged intO-his head and
shattered. Any attempt to
remove the pellets at that time
would have proven fatatto him.
Including the three week period
immediately after the accident
when he was in a coma, and his
ten month stay in the hospital,
was
completely
Reggie
paralyzed for two years. At his
request, and with his mother's
approval, Reggie had both of
his eyes removed almost six
years ago. He now has the use of
artificial eyes, more commonly
known as glass eyes. Any at·
tempt now made to remove
remaining pellets would entail a
five to ten year process of many
hospital vacations, and many
operations.
Reggie had no intention of
letting the world stop there
though. During his high school
years in Little Rock, Arkansas,
he was a very active participant
of the wrestling and track
teams. He is not involved at
present in any sport competition on the UMR campus.
Though he is a active member
of the Association of Black
Students here on campus.
Now residing _ at Campus
Club, Reggie is glad he moved
there from TJ residence hall.
According to him, "It was an
advantage moving from TJ
here. I was used to walking
from T J to campus. I'm getting
to know the campus much
better." _Because of his sight

loss, he must pick the most
convenient paths to his classes.
He will "always find some way
to work out everything".
He carries this thought over
into his classwork. He maintains a 2.8 and better grade
average, and seems to have no
problems with his classes. He
tape records all his lectures,
and his professors allow him to
take te§ts either orally or by
listening to a tape recorder.
Reggie's final decision to
attend UMR was spurred by
two things : a Computer Science
course on campus, and the type
of people found in Rolla. Three
summers before. Rel!l!ie took

ABS Helps Reggie
Recently the Association of
Black Students experienced a
unique event. For the first time
since the founding of the
Association of Black Students,
which was chartered in 1969, the
Association
took
a most
unifying and strengthening step
forward . The Association met
on Tuesday, September 25 for a
special meeting. The major
topic of the meeting was a
fellow student was in need of
financial help. The student
whose name is Reggie Lindsey
was indeed a special case.

(Continued from pg. 9)
program in its seven years of
existence. "
Miller's program is the only
ongoing brewery sponsored
reclamation project of its kind
now conducted on college
campuses.
The Spring of '79 national
pOints leader was Nicholls (La.)
State University, collecting
184,370 bottles and 122,936 allaluminum cans for 295,075
points. Middle Tennessee State

EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

~
.
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Reggie who lives at Campus
Club handles the daily drudges
of UMR life and keeps a smiling
face. Once the Association
learned that Reggie was faced
with his financial burdens, the
members saw that this was
indeed a time to unite and aid
Reggie in his time of need. The
Association decided' to aid
Reggie by paying his monthly
ren t at Campus Club of $125.00
for the month of October.
The Association of
Black Students

Reggie Lindsey

"HAl R IT IS"

Hairstyling

For

For Ihe
"The On

and serf

actors i
left is co
whileal
is Powe
time in
Seales v

Thr •• Satl.fI.d CUltomen (L·R) Jonn Salts , Jeff Brum." . lorry Johnson .

We're experts in men's styling-cuts . perms , blow dry, colorln9.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS AVAilABLE
Slop by ond see Peggie Johnson , Cindy Simen , Shonari e Frisbie or RIta Brewer
610 Klng,hlghway (Ploza laundry Building ) 36-4·1130

produc
Embass

Beer Can Collection Cont.

rQuAilTY CLEANERS
108 W. 7th

part in a summer course in the
Computer Science department.
He enjoyed the session so mUCh,
that he felt Computer Science
was the field for him. The instructors and students were so
helpful to him. Community folk
also showed a caring interest
and friendliness toward him. It
was such a wonderful feeling. It
was his interest in computers
and this caring attitude towards
him which really led him to
UMR as his final choice. Reggie
also chose Rolla because of the
different atmosphere he perceived here. He likes it here
quite well, and plans to stay
around a while longer.

Rolla, Mo. 65401

I~
III
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-[hemi[ul
Engineering
National Starch and Chemical Corporation, one of the fastest growing " specialty
chemicals " companies and a recognized
leader in its field, has unique opportunities
offering exceptional career potential for
seniOrs majoring in the above.

PJK.uB visit our Representative on

~"'IeIr~ 1979
1\ "".'abIe ttll~ .end please send your resume to
~~n~. College Relations Manager

Flnderne Avenue
Bridgewater, New Jersey 08807
An Affirmativa Action Employer MIF

University was second with
266,971 points, followed in order
by Miami (0.) University,
230,790;
University
of
Southeastern
Louisiana,
214,017; and University of
Tennessee, 213,130.
Points were awarded on the
basis of one point per pound of
bottles (approximately two 12
ounce bottles per pound) and
thirty points per pound of allaluminum cans (approximately
24-12 ounce cans per pound).
Fall
'79
campus
The
reclamation program is now
underway at some 100 campuses across the nation.

The answer:
Satellites. History.
3·0 radar systems.
Lasers. NOT airplanes.
And the question, hermeticallY sealed in this envelope, is;
What are some things that Hughes Aircraft Company
makes?
Next answer: Definitely yes. The question: Should you
talk with a Hughes recruiter before graduation?

(

Ask your placement ottice when the people from
Hughes will be on campus.

,r------------------,,

:, HUGHES:,
L __________________ J

Miller Brewing Company is
an operating company of Philip
Morris Incorporated. Principal
beer brands include Miller High
Life, Lite and Lowenbrau .

Creating a new world with electronics

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

MARRIED CARETAKER COUPLE
NEEDED
Corporate Empl,oyee Recreational Facility at Dixon, Mo
Part-time or full-time student capable of operating , maintaining
simple farm equipment, grounds and pool along with light
housekeeping. General repair aptitude helpful although lodge is
new. Year round employment.
All electric, air conditioned, furnished, (including
her, dryer) apartment with utiUties paid except
monthly, hospitalization, medical coverage, corporate
sharing plus additional income available.
Important: if the ad sounds too good, it's because the persons hired
II be responsible people willing to work without immediate
ision.
or write before October 22: Charles E. Share, 3463
. St. Louis, Missouri 63118. Phone: 314-771-3040.
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True Story

lIThe On io n Field
"THE ONION FIELD" is the
true story of two petty crooks
who, by asquirk of fate, found
themselves in a street encounter with two young police
officers. The ensuing kidnap of
the officers - and murder of
one - resulted in the longest,
most arduous criminal case in
California history.
What was not so well known
until Wambaugh's book was
published , was the erigrossing
aftermat h of the crime. The
seven years of trials, the intense personal and professional
anguish of the surviving officer,
and the circuitous and surprising path that the criminals
have traversed since that
murderous night in THE
ONION FIELD, make this
motion picture perhaps the
most fascinating and multifaceted study of guilt - and the
absence of guilt - in screen
history.
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For the motion picture product ion of his best-sel ling book,
"The Onion Field", former police detectiv e turned author
and screenw riter Joseph Wamba ugh sought and obtained
actors identica l to their real-life counter parts. At the top
left is convicte d cop killer Gregory Powell, now in prison,
while at the top right is actor James Woods. At bottom left
is Powell's accomp lice, Jimmy Lee Smith, also serving
time in prison, while at bottom right is actor Frankly n
Seales who portrays Smith in the film. Walter Coblenz
produce d and Harold Becker directed the picture for Avco
Embass y worldwi de release.

Joseph Wambaugh prepared
the screenplay and began
assembling his team for what
was to be his first motion picture production .
Wambaugh recalled a small
English film he had seen with
which he'd been much impressed, even though it did not
get wide U.S. distribution. The
director was Harold Becker;
the film was THE RAGMAN'S
DAUGHTER. Becker was in no
way a novice, even though he
had only the one feature film to
his credit. He had spent a
lifetime making documentaries
and commercials all over the
world .

THE ATTIC LDUNGE
ann oun ces the ir

G ra nd O pe ni ng
of

Th e Dr op Zo ne '
Room

Wambaugh thought back to
the production of his novel,
THE BLUE KNIGHT , which
was the first of tl)e now popular
television
mini-series,
and
recalled it as his favorite of all
screen presentations of his
work. Walter Coblenz produced
that series. Since, he has been
the producer of the much acclaimed, runaway boxoffice-hit,
ALL
THE
PRESIDENT'S
MEN . Coblenz's services were ·
obtained.
While Wambaugh, Collenz
and Becker did not want a
documentary in any respect, all
wanted, and felt they needed,
the feeling of authenticity - to
tell the true story of the terror,
in and after THE ONION
FIELD.

picutre, AND YOUR NAME IS
JONAH,
opposite
Sally
Struthers. As it happened,
Savage and Woods had performed together once before
nearly 10 years ago in a summer theatre production of
SOUTH PACIFIC in Jones
Beach, New York. Both were
members of the chorus.
Jimmy Lee Smith, the second
criminal , intended only just to
make a few dollars to tide him
over following a five year stay
in Folsom Prison for burglary.
His idea had been simply to rob
a few liquor stores, but Smith
ended up a pivotal figure in the
bizarre event. Casting of Smith
ended with the selection of
talented young stage actor
Franklyn Seales for his first
major motion pciture role.
Seales had been a student at
the Julliard School in New York
working under the tutelage of
John Houseman . He came to
Californi a and was cast in a
small role in STAR TREK - the
movie. The small role, on a
spaceship hurtling through
space, ended up requiring his
presence on the set for more
than 14 weeks, an almost record
tenure of film employment for a
first time, non-contract actor.
The quartet was rounded out
with the addition of Ted Danson, as the bagpipe-playing Ian
Campbell, first and bloodiest
victim of the incident in THE
ONION FIELD. Danson is a
recent emigre to California,
having completed a number of
state roles in New York and a
two year run on a soap opera in
TV.
Last of the major male roles
went to Ronny Cox, who portrays Pierce Brooks, the police
detective assigned to investigate the killing.' Brooks,
who understood when given the
assignment that one of the
killers had already been caught
and confessed to the 'crime, felt
the case might be a spectacular, albeit quick one. Little'
did he know that his testimony
in the trials would continue for ·
more than seven years!

A cast of outstanding actors
who had not yet attained top
star status had to be found . A
secondary/ consideration was
that the actors must resemble
the original participants in the
event. Roles would not be cast
with regards to facial. appearance , but on a general
character "flavor." The size
different ial between the two
policemen, they insisted, must
also be adhered to.
First to join join the picutre
was young John Savage.
Savage bore an uncanny
likeness to Karl Hettinger, and
had demonstrated in a number
of previous roles that he had a
depth of acting talent that was
as-yet untapped. Since his
Signing, the initial openings of
Universal's
THE
DEER
HUNTER lias proven the accuracy of their choice. He also
has the top starring role in the
motion picture, HAIR, for
director Milos Foreman , and, in
a major NEWSWEEK article
(April 16, 1979) was hailed as
the fastest-rising young actor
on the film scene today.
Next on the list were the two
major roles of the criminals ,
Gregory Powell and Jimmy Lee
Smith. James Woods was
selected for the role of Powell
following the acclaim he
received as the doomed Jewish
Joseph Wambaugh's rise as
artist in the novel for television, an accomplished
author has
HOLOCAUST. Wood has also been nothing short
of spec'recently completed a major tacular. His
fourteen year
starring role in the TV motion
(Continued on Page 16)

JUST ARRIVED!

Th ur sda y, Oc t. J8
fro m 4 p.m . till closing
NO COVER CHARGE
In Hono r of the Gran d Ope ning
this' Thur sday .

Hap py Hour 9:00 fo II :00

II

On Sale For $19.95

For more infor mati on call 364- 1058
I

Mon. ·Sal.

Open 9 10 9

Forum Plaza

364·5432
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(Continued from page 15)
identity
as
a policeman
provided background material
for five books, each of which
were widely acclaimed, landing
near the top of the best-seller
lists.
Wambaugh 's books include
THE NEW CENTURIANS,
THE BLUE KNIGHT, THE
CHOIRBOYS, and THE BLACK
MARBLE . His work has formed
the
basis
for
television
programming as well as feature
films, including the NBC
television
series
POLICE
STORY, the Columbia feature
film THE NEW CENTURIANS,
starring George C. Scott, the
NBC television dramatization

of THE BLUE KNIGHT, for
which William Holden won an
Emmy award for his portrayal
of Bumper Morgan, and the
CBS television series of THE
BL UE
KNIGHT,
starring
George Kennedy.
Since th at time Wambaugh
has become extensively involved with his current feature
film " The Onion Field," a Black
Marble Production presented
by Avco Embassy Pictures,
preparing the screenplay from
his only non-fiction book and
workin g closel y with the
production team he personally
assembled .
This interview took place in
Joseph )Vambaugh 's office at

Black Marble Productions in
Hollywood, just as work on
"The Onion Field" was in its
final phase of preparation for
release .
Your writing concentrates on
the
human
elements
of
policework . What are your
goals or objectives concerning
this point of view?
"I wanted to be the first
author to tell about the way of
life of being a policeman as
opposed to writing stories about
'capers ' or cops and robbers ,
screeching tires, sirens, and so
forth.
" Being a cop has to do with
emotional violence as con trasted with physical violence.

Emotional violence is generally
done to the policeman, hence
the enormous, incredible rate of
suicides, drunkenness, divQrce
and
psychological
trauma
suffered by policemen . It's a job
wherein one encounters the
worst in people every day, so
policemen become prematurely
cynical and they begin to doubt
their own worth, and they
develop all sorts of emotional
problems which are only
recently being dealt with by
adpolice
department
ministrations.
which
are
woefully behind the times.
addition
to
this,
" In
policework is a profession,
vocation or job, however you

want to consider it, which has
very little reward potential.
Any psychiatrist worth his salt
can tell you that people need
rewards in their life's work.
Unfortunately, quite often the
better a policeman does his job
the less reward he gets. He gets
criticized not only from the
people he is policing, but by his
administration within, if he
rocks the boat and does his job
the way his conscience dictates.
" My goal, then, is to show the
realities of the job of being a
policeman, rather than deal
with policework in a superficial,
police-procedural
manner,
which is the traditional approach. ,.

B.S.M.E. - M.E.'s witt gain experience in. ~ach diverse JiEHd~ as material hanaling, e<:tulpme.nt
layout, piping system development, steam generation, cQmpressed air systems. ventilation ,
heating and air conditioning, and high-speed bottle and can packagtng.

B,S.E.E. - E.E. 's can expect to be working in such areas as electrical machine design and appltcation , power distribution, sub-station layout as well as industrial and commercial lighting, electrical control circuits, and systems control.
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CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM
Opportunities exist in our Corporate Management Training Program for individuals with leadership ability and Engineering degrees. This 12-month course is designed to give the individual exposure to all areas of Operations and Administration and to prepare trainees for a career in Production Management, Quality Control or Engineering.
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Homecom ing Spoiler

NEMS Upsets UMR, 3-2

.

By Ed Randall
UMR was edged from the
undefeated ranks as NEMS
captured
the
Miners
Homecoming game 3-2. The
game · became an defensive
stand-off waiting for one of the
offenses to move the ball.
UMR's defense played exceptionally
well,
causing
Kirksville turnovers giving the
Miner offense good field
position. On NEMS's first play
their quarterback Greg Dolence
threw a pass, which was picked
off by Miner Hal Tharp, his first
of two. This gave UMR the ball
on Kirksville's 33 yardline. The
Miners could not move the ball
and Paul Sullentrop was called
on to kick a 45 yard field goal.
The kick was blocked and
Kirksville took over.
The Bulldogs got on the
scoresboard first at 7: 43 left in
the second quarter when Bob
Fletcher booted a 48 yard field

,

.

goal. NEMS took a 3-0 lead and
hung onto it until the fourth
quarter when Kirksville gave
up an intentional safety to avoid
punting out of their own end
zone. The score became 3-2 for a
NEMS victory . Kirksville advanced to 1-0 in conference play
with the win and UMR dropped
to 1-1.
The Miners best shot at
winning came with 2:49 left in
the fourth quarter. The defense
blocked a punt giving the offense the ball on NEMS's eight
yardline. Brian Paris tried five
times but the Bulldogs shut him
down and UMR had to give up
the ball on the two yardline.
Paris was the game's leading
rusher; he had 82 yards on
twentypthree carries.
Coach Finley stated that he
was very displeased with the
offensive performance and he is
going to make some changes.

Jeff Walters is going to be
moved from quarterback to
wide-out, and Dennis Pirkle will
take over starting quarterback
for this Saturday 's game.
Pirkle does not have the speed
of Walters and may have
problems
moving out of
thespocket under a strong rush .
Craig Heath will play flanker
part-time, but he will still
remain in his defensive spot.
Coach Finley stated, " This
maybe better or it maybe
worse, but it won 't be the
same."
At the beginning of the
season, Coach Finley picked
NWMS, "the most improved
team in the league." Last year
Maryville was plagued with
injuries and finished the season
0-11. This year they have
recovered and put together a
strong team as they are 3-4 thus
far in the season . NWMS ranked
very low in the pre-season poll
showed SMS, pre-season picked
unumber one team, that they
were
better
than
that.
Maryville beat SMS 31-22 last
Saturday. The victory dropped
SMS to 0-2 in the league,
smashing thei r hopes of a
confer ence ti tle. This year SMS
has lost two of its key running

backs for tne season ana their
starting quarterback Mitch
Ware didn't even suit up last
week.
It's still uncertain
whether he will play this
Saturday . SMS's Mike Royle
was injured last week and had
to turn qua£terback duties over
to their third-string quarterback .
This Saturday the Miners
travel to Springfield to play
SMS in theirsHomecoming
game. SMSM has always had a
strong offense and it will be the
best offense UMR will play
Mark
against
thus
far.
Danielssfor the Bears is the
League's leading rusher and
will have an excellent offensive
line in front of him. SMS has a
young defense and has been
allowing 26 points a game
compared to UMR's defense
permitting only twenty-eight
pOints total to be scored by
Miner opponents.

MIAA STANDINGS
NWMS
Lincoln
NEMO
UMR
SEM O
SWM S
Central

Overall MIAA
3-4 2-0
4-2 1-0
2-4 1-0
4-1-1 1-1
2-4-1 1-1
3-3 0-2
0-5/ 0-2

Hervey - Nominee Fo r
Player Of The Week
MIAA RELEASE
JEFFERS0N CITY, MO
Dopald Lott, a freshm an runat
Northwest
ning
back
Missouri State, and Keith
Driscoll, a senior linebacker at
Northeast Missouri SUite, are
week 's Missouri
Inthis
tercollegiate
Athletic
Association "Players of the
Week."

.

'.

mention honors last year as a
linebacker but was moved to
nose
guard
this
season.
Saturday, he moved back to a
linebacker slot and responded
with 12 tackles, a pass deflection, and intercepted a pass
with 20 seconds to play to
preserve the Bulldog win.

Lott,
a freshman from
Tampa, Fla., gained 146 yards
on 33 carries and scored on runs
of eight and four yards as
Northwest vaulted into first
place in the MIAA standings
with a 31-22 win over Southwest
Missouri. It was the third time
in the last four weeks that Lott
has rushed for more than 100
yards in a game. His recent
efforts have moved him into
second place in the MIAA
rushing race behind Southwest 's Mark Daniels.

Other offensive nominees
included Northeast Missouri
kicker Bob Fletcher (Burnaby,
British Columbia) who booted a
48-yd. field goal and punted 10
times for a 41.5-yard average
Saturday, Southeast Missouri
quarterback Joe Young who
completed 10 of 19 passes for 146
yards and two touchdowns in
the Indians' 31-15 win over
Central Missouri, and Central
Bill
Missouri
quarterback
Foster (Windsor, Mo.) who in
his first start of the season
Saturday completed 20 of 42
passes for 241 yards and also
rushed for 42 .

Driscoll, a senior from
Thornton, Ill., played his first
game of the year at linebacker
Saturday and was instrumental
in Northeast's 3-2 upset win
over Missouri-Rolla. Driscoll
earned all-MIAA honorable

Defensively, the nominees
the
Northwest
included
Missouri defensive end tandem
of senior Wayne Allen ( Avoca ,
la.) and sophomore AI Cade
(Kansas City, Mo.). Allen was
in on 11 tackles including four

for losses and forced a fumble
while Cade made 10 tackles, two
fumble recoveries and forced a
fumble. Others were Missouri"Rolla linebacker Morris Hervey
(Berkeley, Mo.) who was in on
16 tackles Saturday and Southwest Missouri linebacker John
Harvey (Farrell, Pa.) who
made six unassisted tackles,
assisted on 19 others, broke up a
pass and forced a fumble.

Mike Mertz

M-Club
Athlete Of The Week

This week, the spotlight in the
Mike Mertz, M-Club Athlete the expert category scoring 537
MIAA will focus on Maryville of the Week, lead the UMR rifle points out of a total possible of
and Springfield where two of team to a first place finish in the 600 points . For the past two
the conference 's oldest football All-Missouri Meet held this past semesters Mike has been
rivalries will be renewed. In weekend in Rolla . Mike shot in shooting above 500.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Maryville, Northeast Missouri _
and Northwest Missouri will
battle for the " Hickory Stock ".
The game is also Northwest's
homecoming
game.
In
Springfield, Southwest Missouri
will host Missouri-Rolla in the
annual battle for the " Powder
Keg ." That game will also
feature the conference 's highest
scoring offense (Southwest)
against the league's stingiest
The swim team is looking for at the home meets and
defense (Missouri-Rolla). The at least 3 managers. They are possibly some away meets.
other game will find Lincoln needed to keep track of times at Anyone
interested
should
visiting Central Missouri while workouts, which run from 4: 00 contact Bob Pease (swim
Southeast Missouri takes the to 6: 00 each afternoon. They coach) at the swimming pool
week off.
also will be needed to take splits before Oct. 24.
"
_p' ",.#. :I> •. .... ,-,>-, _ ...... .... _ •

Swim Team Needs
Managers
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WE WANT TO MEET YOU ...
Representatives from the following locations will
be on campus:
NOVEMBER 5
location :

Decatur . Il
De s Moines , IA

Quincy . Il

Division :

Degrees Needed :

' Tire

ME . EE . Chem . IE &
Ind . Mn mt

Tire

ME . EE . Chem . Math
Accountin
ME. IE . Eng. Tech

Electric

Wheel
November 7
Henderson . KY

Steel

Products

Contact the Placement Office to arrange for an
interview

Rifle Team Victorious
Rifle Team Release
The UMR Varsity Rifle team
won the first All-Missouri Rifle
match held here in Rolla this
past weekend. This is the first
rifle match ever held in which
only schools from Missouri
were invited to participate.
The event fired was a half
course which consists of 2
targets worth 100 pOints apiece,
shot in each of three positions,
prone, kneeling, and standing,
for a total of 600 points per individual with 4 people on a
team .
Teams
from
Springfield,
Joplin, and Kemper Military

Academy participated .
The top 5 competitiors of the
match were ,
Mike Mertz UMR
537
Roy Viele UMR
537
Kevin Cornell MSSC
531
Robert Lee UMR
524
Robin Thompson UMR
519
UMR shooters on the second
team were Charlie Pelligrino,
Brian Rees, Craig Beck, and

I'

Eric Small.
The rifle team travels to
Springfield next weekend to fire .
a shoulder to shoulder match,
and is currently preparing for
the First Miner Invitational
Outdoor Match to be held at
Fort Wood the' last weekend in
October.

,SPI, :~ Ga~:::7:' D SU';;;=B'

ME. EE . IE

".restoneD
. an equal opportunity employer M / F

Sports Uniforms
& Equipment
OFFICIAL MINER T·SHIRTS
& JERSEYS

~

FRATERNITY JERSEYS

I iOo:~p?~~A C~~I~'~~?~ ~.~~~~~581 ,I

HOUSE JERSEYS
SILK SCREENED SHIRTS
TROPHIES & ENGRAVING

Alex Pizza Palace

7' Per Letter

SPORT SHOES

Is celebrating its

'I, Price Converse

5th ANNIVERSARY!'

New Bala nce . Osogo

Nik e , Brook s,

FRA TERN ITY PRICES

FREE SODA with a Pizza Mon.-Wed.

HEY

Sandwiches. Salads. Spaghetti. Beer. Gyros Sandwich
For FREE DELIVERY of Piua 364·2669 or 364·9878
122 W. 8th Street Rolla
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

1003 PINE
ROLLA
364-5495

SPORT
shop
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P. O. BOX 1882
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. 08404

• Home Team

FRIDAY. I)CTOBER. 19.• 12.19..
PROBABLE WINNERS & SCORES
pnOBABl.E LOSERS & SCORES
LAFA YETTE~. -:-. -:-:-:-fI+
i1;£10;cinVA H~.
•
SATURDAY, OCTOBER ?_Q. ~
Adrian ••.••••• •••••• l~ion •••••.•. •••••• 7
·ALABAMA •••••••• ••••• 24
TENNESSEE. • • • • • • • • •
7
.Albrig ht •••••••• •••• 11+
Wilkes •••••• • •••••• : 7
Alcorn State •••••••• • 14
·Southe rn U. (La.) •• 113
.Amhers t •••••••• ••••• 24
Wesley an...... •••••• 4
Appalac hian State •••• 21
.Furman •••••••• •.••• 11+
.ARIZONA STATE ••••••• 38
WASHINGTON STATE. .
14
.ARIZONA •••••••• ••••• 17
STANFORD •••..••• •• :: 11+
AUBURN ........ ....... 21
.GEORGIA TECH ••••••• 14
.Austin Peay State ••• 21
Livings ton •••••••• •• 7
.Baldwin -Wallace ••••• 35
Ohio Wesleya n ••••••• 7
·Bates •••••••• ••••••• 27
Worcest er Poly •••••• l{
BAYLOR •••••••• ••••••• 24
.ARMY ..... .• . ••••••• ..
.Boise State •••••••• • 35
IdahO State •••••••• • 7
.Boston U••••••• ••••• 49
Merchan t Marines •••• 0
.Bowdoi n •••••••• ••••• 21
Middleb ury •••••••• •• 11+
BRIGHAM YOUNG ........ 28
.WYOMING· ........ .... 11+
-BROWN •••••••• ••••••• 21
CORNELL •••••••• •.••• 11+
.Buckne ll •••••••• •••• 35
Gettysb urg •••••••• •• 7
Central Michiga n ••••• 24
.Ball State •••••••• • 7
CLEMSON •••••••• •••••• 24
.DUKE •••••••• .•••••• 11+
COLGATE •••••••• •••••• 11+
.PRINCETON •••••••• •• 13
Connect icut •••••••• •• 17
-Maine •••••••• •••••• 67
.Davidso n •••••••• •••• 1+2
Hampden -Sydney ••••••
.Dayton •••••••• •••••• 28
Fordham . • • • • • • • • • • • • 7
.De1awa re •••••••• •••• 28
c. W. Post •••••••• •• 7
Delawar e Valley •••••• 17
.Susqueh anna •••••••• 7
-Eastern Illinois •••• 21
Northern Michiga n ••• 7
-Eastern Kentuck y •••• 11+
Western Kentuck y •••• 13
-Eastern Michiga n •••• 11+
Kent State •••••••• •• 13
.East Stroudsb urg State21
Mansfie ld State ••••• 7
.East Tenness ee State. 11+
S. E. Louisian a ••••• 113
-Edinbo ro State •••••• 17
Califor nia (Pa.) St.
4
Florida A. & M••••••• 14
-Tennes see State •••• 113
.Frankl in •••••••• •••• 21
Butler ........ . ••••• 4
GEORGIA •••••••• •••••• 35
-VANDERBILT •••••••• • 17
-HARVARD ....... ....... 17
DARTMOUTH ........ ... 14
-Hawaii •••••••• •••••• 31
Prairie View A. & M. 11+
-Hope •••••••• •••••••• 21
Alma. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7
-HOUSTON •••••••• ••••• 21+
SO. METHODIST ••••••• 11+
.INDIANA •••••••• ••••• 31
NORTHWESTERN •••••••• 14
-Indiana U. (Pa.) .... 28
Slipper y Rock State. 11+
-IOWA STATE ........ .. 17
KANSAS ........ ...... 14
.IOWA ••••• •• •••••••• • 21
MINNESOTA ••••••• ~ ••• 20
-Ithaca •••••••• ••••.• 21
America n Internat ional 14
.Jackson State ••••••• 21
Grambli ng •••••••• ••• 14
.Juniata •••••••• •.••• 28
Upsala •••••••• •••••• 14
Kutztow n State ••••••• 14
.Cheyne y State •••••• 13
.Lamar ........ ....... 17
s. W. Louisian a ...... 14
Lebanon Valley ••••••• 14
.Moravi an •••.•••• ••• 7
Lehigh •••••••• ••••••• 21
.New Hampshi re •••.•• 14
Lock Haven State ••••• 21
.Salisbu ry State ••• • 11+
.Long Beach State •••• 31
Fresno State •••••••• 21
.LOUISIANA STATE ••••• 14
KENTUCKY •••••••• •••• 7
Louisian a Tech ••••••• 21
N. W. Louisian a ••••• 11+
Louisvi lle •••••••• ••• 17
.Indian a State •••••• 11+
.Lycomin g •••••••• ••• • 21
Western Marylan d •••• 11+
-Md.--E astern Shore •• 21
No. Carolina Central .13
-Massac husetts ••••••• 28
Rhode Island •••••••• 14
.McNees e State ••••••• 17
Arkansa s State •••••• 14
.MIAMI (FLA.) ........ 17
BOSTON COLLEGE ...... 14
Miami (Ohio) •••••••• • 21+
.Bowlin g Green •••••• 7
.MICHIGAN STATE ...... 21
PURDUE ........ ...... 20
MICHIGAN ........ ..... 28
.ILLINO IS ........ ... 14
.Miller sville State •• 21
Bloomsb urg State •••• 7
.Missis sippi State ••• 35
Marshal l •••••••• •••• 7
-Miss. Valley State •• 24
Texas Souther n •••••• 11+
MISSOURI ........ ..... 28
.COLORADO ... . ....... 14
Montana •••••••• •••••• 28
.Idaho •.•••••. •••••• 21
Montcla ir State •••••• 21
.Wil lia m Paterson •.• 11+
Morgan Syate •••••• ••• ~l
·De laware State ••••• 7
.Muhlen berg •••••••• •• 28
Dickins on •••• ••••••• 14
Murray State ••••..•• • 21
.Indian a Centra l •••• 13
Muskingu m •••••••• •••• 14
.Mar ietta ••••.••• ••• 7

-:-.-::-:7

~~A~~~ .~:~~~.~ .~~~Rf~

NEBPASKA •••••••• ••••••• 24
~iEXICO •••••••• ••••• 31
"North Carolina A & T •••• 21

f¥~~RH ~~~~~ .~. ~~~,~

.OKLAHOMA STATE ••••• 7
U. TEXAS (EL PASO) ., 14
Howard U. (D.C.) •••• 11+
~l()RTH CAROLINA •..••••• •• 14
.NORTH CAROIJ:NA STATE 13
North Dakota State ••••••• 35
·Mornin gside •••.•••• 13
'\North Dakota •••••••• ••• 31
South Dakota •••••••• 21
.N. E. Louisian a ••••• 24
fullerton State •••••••• 11+
.Northe rn Arizona •••• 24
Hontana State •••••••• •• 11+
Northern Illinoi s •• •• 21
,"Illinois State.. ... ••• 7
.NORTH TFJeAS RTII TO:. ••• 28
\1EST TEXAS STATE ••••••• 14
Norwich ........ ...... 21
;'S t. La\Jt'ence ........ .. 11+
.OHIO STATE ••••••.• •• 24
WISCONSIN. • • • • • • • • • • • • 7
OKLAHOMA ........ ..... 28
*KANSAS STATE.. ........ 7
.OREGON •••••••• •••••• 24
AIR FORCE ACADE}IY. • • • • • • 7
·Pacific Lutheran •••• 21
Linfield •••••••• ••• '••• 20
PENN STATE •••••••• ••• 28
SYRACUSE •••••••• •••••• 14
Puget Sound •••••••• •• 21
.Eastern WaShing ton • 14
RUTGERS ••••.••. •••••• 21
*WILLIAM & MARy ••••• 11+
SAN DIEGO STATE ...... 24
*COLORADO STATE U. . . 11+
SAN JOSE STATE ••••••• 17
*OREGO~; STATE ••••••• 14
Shippen sburg State ••• 21
.Clarion State •••••• 11+
.SOUTH CAROLINA •••••• 21+
MISSISS IPPI •••••••• _ 14
.South Dakota State •.• 21
Northern Iowa ••••••• 20
SO. CALIFORNIA ••••••• 21
.NOTRE DAME •••••••• • 14
*So. Connect icut ••••• 21
U. S. C. G. Academ y. 7
*SO. MISSISS IPPI ••••• 17
MEMPHIS STATE ••••••• 11+
Springf ield •••••••• •• 35
·Centra l Connec ticut. 14
.Swarthm ore •••••••• •• 11+
Ursinu s. • • • • • • • • • • • • 7
*TEMPLE •••••••• •••••• 31
CINCINNATI •••••••• •• 11+
.Tennes see Tech •••••• 21
Morehea d State •••••• 11+
.TEXAS TECH •••••••• •• 31
RICE. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7
TEXAS ........ ........ 17
.ARKANSAS ........ ... 11+
*Toledo •••••••• •••••• 21
Ohi o U. • •..•.••• .••• 11+
.Towson State ........ 21
Gla ss boro State ..... 7
Trinity (Conn.) ...... 21
*Co.'.by ........ ...... lit
Tufts •••••••• •••••••• 14
*William s .•.••••• ••• 13
TULANE •••••••. ••••••• 21
.WI.ST VIRG INIA •••••• 14
.TULSA •• • ••.•..•• •••• 21
TEXAS CHRISTIAN ••••• 14
.U. C. L. A . . . . . . . . . . 21
CALIFORNIA ........ .. 11+
*U. Nebr. (Omaha) .... 28
Augusta na (S.D.) .... 14
*U. Nevada (L.V.) .... 17
Utah .. ....... ....... 14
-U. Tem. (Chattan ooj:a) 1t2
Middle Tennesse e .... 7
U. Texas (Arlingt on) .21
*New Mex ico State ••• 14
Utah State ........ ... 31
.Pacific (Calif.) ... 17
.Valpar aiso •••••••• •• 21
Evansvi lle ••••••.• •• 14
.VILLANOVA •••••••• ••• 21
HOLY CROSS ••••••.• •• 14
.V. ~1. 1. ........ .... 17
The Citadel ........ . 11+
*VIRGINIA TECH •• •••• • 24
RICHMOND •••••••• ••.• 7
.Wabash ........ ...... 21
St. Joseph's (Ind.) • 14
.WAKE FOREST •••••••• • 17
MARYLAND •••••••• •••• 14
.WASHINGTON •••••••• •• 17
PITTSBURGH •••••••• •• 14
*Wayne (Detr Oit) State 24
FerriS State •••••••• 11+
*West Chester State •• 17
Northea stern ••.••••• 11+
.Western Carolin a •••• 21+
Wofford •••••••• ••••• 14
.Western Michigan •••• 28
Grand Valley State •• 11+
.WICHITA STATE ••••••• 24
DRAKE ••••..•• .. ••• •• 21
Widener ••.••••• •••••• 21
*Frankl in & Marsha ll. 7
Wittenb erg ........ ... 28
*Wooste r ........ .... 14
YALE ••••••.• •••••••• • 28
.COLUMBIA •••••••• ••• 14
Youngsto wn State ...... 28
.Akron ........ ...... 14
SUNDAY. OCTOBER 21 •.~

*NE\v

mIONAL'"'!I'OOTIlALLtEAGUE'

ATLANTA •••••••• ••••••
.BUFFALO •••••••• •••.•
CHICAGO •••••••• ••••••
.CLEVELAND ........ ...
.DALLAS •••••••• ••••••
HOUSTON ........ ......
*KANSAS CITY •••••••• •
*LOS ANGELES ........ .
.NEW ENGLAND ........ .
.NEW ORLEANS •. • •.••••
OAKLAND •••••••• ••••••
PHILADELPHIA •••••..• •
.TAMPA BAY •••••••• .••
MONDAY.
.PITTSBURGH •••••••• ••

20
.SAN FRANCISCO ••••••
21t
BALTIMORE •••••••• •••
14
.~IINNESOTA •••••.•• ••
20
CINCINNATI ........ ..
20
ST. LOUIS ••••• , •.•••
24
.SEATTLE ........ ....
17
NEW YORK GIANTS •••••
17
SAN DIEGO ........ ...
20
MIAMI ........ .......
20
DETROIT •••••••• •••• ,
24
.NEW . YORK JETS ••••••
16
.WASHINGTON ••.••••• •
20
GREEN BAY ••.••.•• •••
OCTOBER ~ 12.22
20
DENVER ••••••• ••...••

17
23
13
17
16
17
13
16
17
16
23
13
16
10

*5. W. Mis s ouri ••••• 31

JU ST AR RI VE D!

and

TI-55

The
Gallery Deli

Com e See The m At The

9:00·4:00

C A M PU S
B O O K STORE

Continental 9:00-10:30
Lunch Served ll·1 w/ d,il,
speci,1
Carry Out Service
Stop In for coffee break
In Student Center

Roast Beef, Ham, Corn
Beef, Pastram i, Turkey,
Salami
Th e above include chips & dill
spears . Choice 01 bread s. All
sandwiche s served with let ·
tuce & tomato upon request .

Half sandwiche s available.
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UMR Outkicks Kirksville, 3-1
By GERRY SCHNITZLER
The Miner Varsity Soccer
Squad bolstered their season
record to 5-2 October 1Ith at
Kirksville. The final score was
3-l Miners. The win was impressive considering the game

was away .
In the first half the Miner
kickers took the lead 1-0 on a
goal by Mike Heinze. The goal
came at the 17 minute mark on
an assist by Neil Haberberger.
The hal.( ended 1-0 Miners.
NMSV tied the game just 4

Bowlers Take First
By KALON MITCHELL
In their first meet ever, the
VMR bowling team was 6 and 1
in intercollegiate play.
Pete McGrail, Scot Ward,
Perry Lorts, Jim Bennet, Steve
Lechner and Kalon Mitchell
started for the first meet. They
won their first five before lOSing
to Florrisant Valley in a close
second match. Then they
defeated the home team , Forest
Park, to take first in their
division.
At Tropicana Lanes in St.
Louis the bowlers had to come
from behind in most of their
matches. Individual efforts like
Steve Lechner's 6 strike finish
in the first match and Scott
Ward's 5 bagger in the 3rd.
Helped VMR slip by some
powerful opponents.
Coach Harold Siebert expects
a successful season for the
teams first year.

Their are still openings for
women bowlers. For information call Kalon Mitchell at
364-5248.

minutes into the second half.
The goal came off the foot of
Hector Ajraz, and the game
once again became a battle for
the Miners.
VMR took the lead at 20
minutes into the second half on
a penalty kick. Pat Becker hit
the shot that proved to be all
that was needed for a Miner
victory. Dan Blaes scored on an
assist by Neil Haberberger just
3 minutes later, and the game
ended VMR 3 NMSV I.
The Miners lost Pat Becker,

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Auto Parts-Accessories
Speed Equipment
Discount Prices to All

OPEN SUNDAYS 10 AM-3 PM
513 Hwy. 63 South

Rolla 364-5252

will
play
The Miners
who is team captain along with
Joe Kellet, early in the game Florissant Valley Community
with NMSV. A shoulder 'College this Sunday at 12:00
separation may keep Pat out of p.m. in St. Louis. The next
several games, but it is not yet Miner game is with the St. Louis
College
at
known how many games he'll Community
miss; The offense will miss his Meramac in St. Louis on
Saturday, October 27th.
scoring punch.

O~iS
b

k

.$ 4'/C

S i Aspen

~/'J'

$179 January 7·12
3 Day Lift Pass
3 Full Days Ski Rental
Lodging in Condominiums

SKI COPPER MOUNTAIN
JAN. 7-12 $149-$179
For more information, contact:
Steve Fischer 364-2622 or 364-9823

Intramural

c.c. Race
43 Runners
1 Sig Ep 13: 16.9
2 KappaSig
3 RHA
4 SigEp
5 Sig Tau
6 KA
7 Kappa Sig
8 Tech-Eng
9 KA
10 TJHA
11 TJHA
12 PiKA
13 BSV
14 Lambda Chi
15 RHA

Hendricks
Smith
Pachlhofer
Swinson
Purgason
Grindinger
Hampel
Echelkamp
Clark
Gray
Morris
Swenson
Noname
Walker
Knight
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1979 Intramural

..,
Swimmi.ng Results

el
I!

PLACE

TOTAL

cl
"I

1 Kappa Sig 57
2 Sig Nu
44
3 Pi l<A
24
4 KA
21
5 Sig Ep
18
Sig Pi
18
7 Tech-Eng 11
8 TJHA
9
9 A. E. Pi 8
10 Phi Kap
7

t
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Tennis Results
PLACE
1.

2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

TOTAL
GD!
Sig Ep
RHA

TKE

5
6
6
10

Pi KA

11

~oJesley

14
16
17
20
21

Sig Nu
Beta Sig
Campus
Phi Kap
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